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ABSTRACT
This dissertstior. aesct -oes in investigation into the method of 
recording and control of the fuel utilised by individual vehicles 
in the City Engineers Department of Johannesburg and the design of 
a suite of programs to provide statistical information based on 
this data to enable management to make decisions and take 
meaningful action towards better control of fuel usage.
The findings of the investigation are given together with 
recommendations to improve both the security of fuel issues and 
the accuracy of data recording. Some alternative data capture 
methodologies are discussed both as long term and short term 
solutions.
The suite of programs has been designed on a microprocessor, ease 
of operation being the major concern. The intention is to 
implement the system in each of the branches of the Department. A 
description of the design and operation of the system is given 
together with a worked example of the input screens and output 
graphs for the various techniques.
Finally, supporting theory, program listings and other relevant 
material, are given in the Appendices.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Over the past few years, it has been increasingly 
evident that the gravity of the energy shortage both 
in this country and worldwide is not likely to 
diminish. This has been accompanied by a growing 
awareness of the need to control fuel consumption both 
from the point of view of conservation and that of the 
high cost of fuel. In many spheres of commerce and 
industry, companies have begun considering their fuel 
bills far more seriously than they did in the past, 
and have begun taking active steps to minimise these 
costs.
The Johannesburg City Engineers Department have 
always, due to the size of their investment in their 
vehicle fleet, been a;are of fuel costs and in 
consequence, have established an extensive system for 
control and management of fuel usage. However, this 
system has been in existence for some yea~s and after 
due consideration, it was decided by management that 
an in depth investigation was needed to point out some 
of the loopholes wmch inevitably occur, over a period 
of time, in a system which has mutated to meet the 
needs of a changing environment. It was furthermore 
felt that a method had to be found to pinpoint with a 
far greater degree of accuracy and timeousness, in­
stances in which variations in fuel consumption in­
dicated a problem area. This brief was consequently 
given to the writer.
1.2 Area of Investigation
One of the areas in which the concept of adjusting a
process to be within limits by means of monitoring its 
output has found great application, is in the field 
of Quality Control. It is therefore somewhat 
surprising that so little use is made of the 
application of Statistical Quality Control techniques 
in the monitoring of fuel usage in large vehicle 
fleets. This is not to say that there is a lack of 
vehicle/fleet management systems. However, in
almost all cases, no more than a simple comparison 
between actual and budget usages, or of specific 
consumption to average group consumption is made and 
various reports are generated, based on this.
Prior to commencing the investigation an in depth 
literature survey was undertaken. This survey
confirms the above observations. It furthermore shows 
very little available information on existing manual 
fuel data collection systems for batch entry related 
environments. An overwhelming quantity of infor­
mation is, however, available in the literature on 
the subject of fuel economy in areas of:
exhaust emission 
control of vehicle mass 
electronic fuel regulation 
driving style 
route layout/planning
and other technical aspects of engine efficiency. 
Most of these are not directly relevant to the present 
investigation, although some useful ideas have been 
gleaned from a perusal thereof.
The areas which have been investigated in some depth 
to provide the necessary background for the project 
are described in the following section.
LITERATURE SURVEY
2 .1 Computer Aided Fuel Monitoring Ir. rl M.riagcment
In recent years, with increasing fuel costs and 
scarcity, the monitoring and control of fuel 
consumption has become a major factor in overall cost 
control within most organisations. The major problem 
has been the prohibitive cost of collecting and co­
ordinating the facts and figures required to manage a 
large fleet, especially in view of the fact that the 
accuracy required is of great importance.
2.1.1 The explosion in the world of credit cards led 
naturally to their use in the purchase of fuel 
and since most credit card systems are 
computerised, the step to computerised fuel 
management was a short one. The basic 
philosophy behind these systems is chat each 
vehicle .n the fleet is issued with a "credit 
card" and a set of credit card vouchers. 
Wheneve. a purchase or repair is carried out 
on that vehicle, ihe driver is obliged to 
complete a voucher, :ch is then submitted by 
the dealer to the cr- ;it card organisation. 
Payment is made in the same manner as any 
other credit card operation (Systems - 
June 1983).
It is interesting to note that to date South 
Africa appears to be the leader in the 
development of such systems, probably due to 
the combination of the numerous large company 
owned fleets of vehicles and the high fuel 
prices found in South Africa. Although this 
combination is not unique to South Africa,
this country is probably the most economically 
advanced of those in which this combination 
does occur.
At this time the two major systems in 
existence are the Barclays Auto System 
developed m  1978 and the Stannic Fleet 
Management System released in 198C, although a 
new system recently introduced by Volkskas 
appears to be gaining popularity. Although 
there are technical differences, the basic 
output of the three systems is the same. 
Every month the customer receives a series of 
reports giving the following information.
A detailed report of costs for each 
vehicle for the month, including fill- 
ups, services and repairs, together with 
a comparison of the averaged 12 month 
totals to date.
A variance report which shows any 
deviations for that vehicle from 
previously selected limits as well as a 
comparison of each vehicle's performance 
with the district and national averages 
for that vehicle type.
Other reports such as total fleet 
statistics, showing totals for the entire 
fleet; vehicle replacement reports and 
preventitive maintenance reports showing 
which vehicles are overdue for 
maintenance operations.
The major disadvantage is the setting up 
cost, which for any medium sized company
prohibitive. Consequently many such 
companies contract into such a scheme, 
which might be run by one of the major 
finance houses, thus avoiding the
overheads while still benefiting from the 
advantages.
With the advent of the mini and micro 
computer, a far greater awareness of the 
capability as well as the reduced cost of 
such machines has persuaded many 
companies to make more use of smaller
computers in the control of vehicle
fleets. One such system utilises a micro 
computer which is installed in the
vehicle and records engine revs, distance 
travelled, fuel used and other trip
related data (see Appendix D). At the 
end of the day the on-board computer is 
plugged into a desk top computer which 
extracts all relevant information and 
then produces such reports as a vehicle 
performance report, vehicle service 
schedule, fuel usage analysis and trip
reports.
Another such system has been developed by
Doctor (1983) in which he utilises a
micro computer to produce fleet
management information for a medium sized 
fleet of cleansing vehicles. Facilities 
included in the system are reports on 
fuel usage, repair costs, preventive 
maintenance schedules and vehicle 
replacement analysis.
A number of other commercially available 
systems do exist in South Africa.
‘ranspofl Military Serx'? ?- 
X.C.L. Fleetmaster 
Mohawk Data Services Trans-Pac 
Systime ^leetman
These systems run on small to medium 
sized computers and provide information 
on vehicle history, preventive 
maintenance, current costs and 
consumption d.% ta, although storage space 
is somewhat restricted.
The problems of accurate data collection 
and reasonable statistical analysis are, 
however, not addressed by any of tnese 
systems.
Another solution which has been shewn to work 
well in Las Vegas, Nevada, at Silver State 
Disposal Incorporated (World Wastes - July 
1983) utilises the principle of connecting 
each pump through a control board to the main 
computer.
The driver inserts a precoded card into the 
relevant slot end using a pin number, 
activates a transaction request. The computer 
will then request all relevant data such as 
registration -lumber, odometer reading, pump 
number and drivers number, and validates this 
information before activating the requested 
pump.
x . i s  i - q u e b L a d  :»i . .o itU a .tn  c h .  
orrecl fue- for the specified vehicle.
•) is fchi.r dr: ver j ice need Lc drive fchi.1
•>enicie
(c> I s  the card inserted vlid and does it
match the pin number entered.
;d) Is the odometer reading entered 
reasonable.
.ei No more than the total capacity of the
vehicle will be dispensed.
Security is maintained by invalidating cards 
of ex employees and old or lost cards. 
Furthermore any unauthorised attempted entry 
is logged and reported. Quick activation and 
deactivation of pumps prevents unauthorised 
vehicles from pulling in in front cf or behind 
authorised vehicles and obtaining fuel without 
first going through the card identification 
process.
The most important breakthrough in our time in 
control systnma in transportation, according 
to Sweet (1931) is the development of micro­
processor-based control systems. He
attributes this to such causes as scarcity and 
cost of fuel and rapid development of low cost 
microprocessors. He divides these into two 
types:
(a) Open Loop Schedule - Type Controllers, in 
which certain engine variables are 
adjusted as pre-set functions of other 
engine variables. Control of air-fuel 
ratio is an example of this type, where
these frictions are determined b> using 
optimal control theory to minimise fuel 
consumption over a specified cycle.
(b) Closed-Loop Adaptive Controllers, Ln 
which some variable is controlled by 
adjusting it, based on a detectec 
deviation in some other variable from a 
desired condition. Modulation of fuel 
flow often utilises this technique to 
control air-fuel ratio.
2.1.4 Another new area of fleet management is that
of vehicle trip simulation, where a major 
breakthrough has been achieved by Cummins 
Diesel (Belton 1983) in their development of a 
system to simulate the performance of various 
cemoinations of trucks and trailers over 
specified routes in order to enable them to
ffective combinations. 
Although the design of the system was not 
initially based on fuel cost savings, this has 
now become one of the major areas of cost 
reduction.
Physical Methods of Fuel Conservation
A vast amount of work has been done in improving 
physical design parameters of vehicles utilising fuel 
by, amongst others, Bartlett (1980), La Pointe (1973) 
and Janssen (1978). Some of the more common areas of 
research are:
(a) Tyre pressure and tyre widths
(b) Rolling resistance (in large vehicles)
(c) Aerodynamic drag (in non-streamlinrd loads)
(d) Braking losses
Of these, Bartlett (1980) and La Pc nte (1973) claim 
vhat aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance are the 
most marked causes of increased consumption, although 
in smaller vehicles the effects of all of these 
factors are insignificant.
Another area of investigation has been that of weight 
reduction, there being a definite relationship between 
mass moved and energy expended in moving it. Such 
heavy items as batteries and chain links are being
manufactured from light weight materials ana in many 
instances, are undergoing complete redesign.
Other Factors Ir Fuel Consumption
2.3.1 Driver Effectiveness
One of the most important factors in the
consumption of fuel is the attitude and level 
of training of the driver. Smiley (1983) 
quoces a figure of 36% reduction in
maintenance and 17% reduction in fuel costs as 
average for a good safety training program in 
the United States. Other authors support this 
view although there appears to be little in
the way of statistical proof for such
hypotheses. On a test track set up in 
Berkshire, where drivers were asked to drive 
normally and then carefully, a difference in 
fuel consumption of as much as 14% was 
measured. Furthermore, the difference in fuel 
consumption between the worst and best drivers 
was 50%. Ratcliffe (1980) believes that this 
"1»ck of caring1 in most commercial vehicle 
drivers is due to a management attitude of
keeping maintenance cos i to a minimum and
maximising profit by high vehicle utilisation 
to the detriment of re" .Vant safety factors.
Ambient Temperature Conditions
The relationship between fuel consumption and 
ambient temperature is quantified by Hayden 
(1979) who shows that fuel consumption of 
petrol venicles at -12 degrees C is more than 
200% of the consumption at 4 degrees C while 
diesel vehicles show a slightly smaller 
increase (180%). With increasing severity of 
temperature this difference becomes more 
marked.
An interesting factor is the length of time 
taken to reach normal operating temperature. 
Waters (1980) shows that tyres and 
transmission are the limiting factor in larger 
vehicles since they take longer to warm up 
than does the engine. To some extent then, it 
appears as if this excess consumption is 
unavoidable.
Diesel vs Petrol - Which to use
Hayden (1979) shows, using a series of weight 
normal.sed curves, that diesel vehicles have 
an advantage in fuel consumption of 57% at 21 
degrees C and an even greater advantage (92%) 
at 12 degrees C. Waters (1980) points out 
that this should be offset against the higher 
initial cost of the diesel vehicle as well as 
t-he fact that trade-in values are much lower. 
He also comments that although diesel fuel 
contains more energy per litre than does 
petrol, less energy is expended to produce it. 
In terms of overall energy consumption 
therefore, the two are approximately on a par. 
Of course this is relevant only to studies of
general energy conservation and not 
specifically to the attempts to reduce fuel 
costs py reduced consumption.
V e h i c l e  Desigr
A great deal of research is being undertaken, 
especially by the major vehicle manufacturers, 
in improved design of combustion systems, 
transmission systems, exhaust and emission 
systems and other areas. These are not of
relevance to this work and are therefore 
excluded.
Fuel Density, Volatility and Octane Rating
Fuel dispensed into most commercial vehicles 
is seldom homogeneous, specifically in terms 
of density. This leads to changes in con­
sumption of fuel. Bascunana and Stahman
(1978) claim differences of up to 7% in 
Michigan, USA, in tests conducted in 1976/77, 
although other authors do not support this 
claim, saying that these differences are not 
measurable.
Fuel volatility and octane rating play a much 
smaller direct role in fuel consumption. How­
ever, volatility greatly effect the warm-up 
period and thus indirectly, the consumption.
Factors such as fuel viscosity and surface
tension are believed to have a minor effect
but these are difficult to evaluate and no 
data is readily available to quantify these 
effects.
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2.3.6 General
In his discussion on fuel conservation 
policies, Flachsbart (1979) points out the 
following principles:
(a) The fact that to a large extent vehicles 
are used as a means for communicating. 
Substituting more modern methods of 
communication would therefore certainly 
save fuel. It appears though that this 
would only be practical if implemented 
at community level but costs involved 
would be prohibitively high.
(b) Other methods of fuel conservation are 
lane reservation for high-occupancy 
vehicles and car-pool programs. The 
former has worked with some success in 
Los Angeles and with a good deal of 
success in Sydney, Australia. The 
latter, however, depends on the goodwill 
of the community and has the inherent 
disadvantage that a car left at home 
might be used for more frequent, less 
economical trips than it otherwise would 
have been.
2.4 Statistical Methods In Quality Control
Throughout the literature, a number of statistical
techniques emerge as being useful in Quality Control.
These are:
- Shewhart (Control) Charts
- Cumulative Sum (Cusum) Charts
- Moving Averages
- Regression Analysis
- Exponential Smoothing
Naturally, the choice of technique depends largely on 
the purpose for which the information will be used, 
and the data being used as input. A discussion on 
each method and its uses follows:
2.4.1 Shewhart (Control) Charts
In 1924, Dr W.A. Shewhart established a
graphical method of distinguishing between the 
random chance factors which affect a process 
and those which are due to some specific
cause. This graphical control chart may then 
be used to determine whether or not a given 
process is in control, i.e. within the bounds 
of a previously specified percentage of 
probability, the values of the process will 
fall within certain limits.
Wetherill (1977) points out that this 
philosophy, although at first appearing to be 
naive, is borne out by a long history of
widespread applications and is shown to be of 
great value.
Usually a control chart is constructed by
choosing a variable which bears some 
relationship to the quality of the process, 
and plotting it against time. The mean is 
calculated using historical data and the 
current values of the process ere compared 
with this mean. In order to determine the 
limits outside of hich the probability of a 
chance variation is so small as to be almost 
negligible, the history of variation of the
process is important. It has been shown that, 
assuming the process is normally distributed, 
this probability is somewhere around 0,003 
(Grant 1980). In fact most often these 
limits, called control limits or action lines, 
are chosen to be at a distance of 3 standard 
deviations (30) away from the mean (see 
Appendix A.1 for discussion of standard 
deviation). Some probabilities for the normal 
curve are reproduced from Grant (1980).
Table 2.4.1
Limits % of Total Area W.thin Limits
X + 0 68,26
x ♦ 2o 95,46
x * 3o 99,73
Furthermore, a ncn-normal universe shows an 
apparently normal distribution of sample means 
(see Appendix A.2 for discussion of Central 
Limit Theory). Although this distribution is 
not exactly normal, the deviation is not 
significant, and in fact it approaches
normalcy with increasing sample size.
In order to determine with certainty whether a 
given process is "in control" it is necessary 
to compute limits for both variations in the 
mean (x) as well as variations in the standard 
deviation (o). This latter chart is usually 
substituted by a chart for the range of the 
occurrences within a sample (R) since for
small sample sices (less than 25) the
estimation of the process standard deviation
(a) from the range is sufficiently accurate, 
and it is both easier to calculate and to
understand the range chart, than the o chart.
The control limits for the mean are computed
as follows:
UCLx = X + A2R
LCLx = X - AzR
Here the factor Aj is derived from:
Az = '1
dz/iT
where ^ = 1 - a quantile of the
standardised normal dis­
tribution. 
h = subgroup size
d 2 = expectation of the range
of a group of size n 
taken from a standard­
ised normal distribution
The proof for the factor d z is beyond the 
scope of this paper but may be found in 
Sarkadi (1974).
The control limits for the range are computed
The factors D 3 and D4 are derived from:
D i, = W n
d 2
D 3 = W  )
dz
'.'here W < and W 3 are the ,00135 and 
,99865 quantiles of the distribution 
of the range of a group of size n 
from the standardised normal distri­
bution and d 2 r expectation of the 
same range.
Any occurrence or group of occurrences (see 
Appendix A.A for theory of extreme runs) which 
falls outside of these limits is considered to 
be outside of the probability of a chance 
variation and must be investigated for 
assignable causes. A table of these factors 
A 2, D 3 and D 1. is shown in Appendix A.5 for 
3o probability limits.
The economic design of control charts forms 
the basis of another wide area of research. 
He ikes and Montgommery (1981) discuss the 
ut liaation of optimization techniques to 
determine the parameters for the control 
charts to minimise costs. They also point out 
a method of modelling autocorrelated data with 
an ARIMA (see Exponential Smoothing) time 
series model, and then constructing a 
conventional control chart to monitor the 
residuals.
Grat.'- (1930) believes that in practice, the
difficulties involved in determining accurate 
estimates of the costs involved, negate any
advantage gained in t^e attempt. Taylor 
(1965) has shown that any chart using constant 
size samples at fixed time intervals is not
optimal, however, most other authors ignore 
this theory due to the practical difficulties 
it would create. From a model developed by 
Chiu and Wetherill (1974), Montgommery (1980) 
puts forward certain conclusions in which he 
shows the relationships between the various 
cost elements and the different design 
parameters. His most important conclusion is 
that the model is sensitive to errors in 
estimation of magnitude of shift from the in­
control state to the out-of-control state and 
the standard deviation, but is insensitive to 
the errors in cost estimates. He believes 
that the existence of so few implemented 
models is due to the complexity of the 
mathematical models themselves as well as the 
difficulties in estimation of the various 
model parameters.
One further area of control chart techniques 
which has not been covered is that of multiple 
assignable causes. Although this is dealt 
with in the literature, its implementation is 
complex, is difficult for the uninitiated to 
understand and is beyond the scope of this 
work.
Cumulative Sum (Cusum) Charts
This technique has been developed in order to 
more clearly see small variations in a process
mean, which in control charts would be masked 
by the general variability of the data. The 
technique uses a cumulative total of the 
deviations from a reference or mean value in 
successive data points. Thus for a series of
points xi, xz  xr, we have from Murdoch
(1979) and Wethenll (1977):
Si = (xi - k)
and
Sz = (xi - k) + (xz - k)
= Si * (xz - k)
then by extrapolation
fir a f (xi - k)
i = i
= Sr-i + (xr - k)
where Sr = cusum for r accurrvnces 
k = reference value chosen
Now if the mean . '
f F  -
i= t
anr
( x i - k ) s  [ x i -  [ k 
1st is I is*
= rp - rk 
s r (u - k)
and
Sr = Sr-i + (xr - k)
= r (p - k) 
where r % number of occurrences
Now if plotted against r, the slope of this 
curve is represented by (u - k) and thus the 
greater the difference of the actual mean from 
the reference mean, the greater will be the 
slope of the curve.
,L3vhoos are available to determine
L -.'lange iii ; cusuB' chart is sufficiently
■";cz iv. to warrant some action.
' 'hr V-raask technique consists of super- 
'.iiiposj ng on the chart, a V shaped mask 
.’ointing horizontally forward, and 
situated at a distance d ahead of the 
latest point with the arms of the mask 
making an angle a with the horizontal. 
The choice of d and a determine the 
sensitivity of the mask and use is made 
of average run lengths to determine 
these parameters (Wetherill 1977). Tf 
any previously plotted points fall 
outside of the V, the process is assumed 
to be out of control.
A similar method, the parallel mask 
technique, utilises a line drawn at 
horizontal distance d from the latest 
point at angle o with the horizontal. A 
oarallel line is drawn through the 
1atest point. Any previously plotted 
points falling outside of the mask show 
ack of control.
•he decision interval technique, based 
r:r the same theoretical principles as 
he c'ocve two techniques (Murcoch 1979). 
-'ore a value ,k, is determined and when 
n observation exceeds this value, a 
hart is begun. If the chart reverts to 
::,-n'o the process is in control. If, 
however, the chart now exceeds a value, 
li, corrective action is required. Again, 
use is made of a set of ARL curves to 
determine values of h and k.
All the above methods assume the process to be 
normally distributed with a scale whose one 
horizontc.l unit is equal to two standard 
deviations on the vertical scale-
These methods are all time consuming and in 
practice it is often found that speed of 
interpretation takes precedence over accuracy. 
Hen;c it often occurs that the cusum is simply 
plotted, the slopes are critically evaluated 
and a decision made on whether corrective 
action is required or not.
2.4.3 Moving Averages
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The objective in the utilisation of this 
technique, is to eliminate all unwanted 
fluctuations in data, in order to establish a 
trend. A base period is chosen which is just 
long enough to achieve this (the longer the 
base period the less sensitive is the graph to 
the data), usually 12 months, and an average 
is calculated each month using the latest 
twelve occurrences, i.e. including the newest 
and dropping off the oldest (Riggs 1982) 
occurrences.
Two possibilities arise:
(a) The moving average may be plotted as it 
stands against time and viewed as simply 
an average which moves forward to always 
cater for the last k observations. Here 
the M.A. has the form
MAi =(xi-k+; + xi-k+? + xi)
1<
where k = moving average indicator 
xi = individual observations
Now in order to remove cyclical 
variations which might occur, each 
observation may be weighted by a 
predetermined factor.
k(MAi) = [(ci-k+i.xi-k-M ) + (ci-k+z.xi-k+z)
  (ci.xi)]
where (ci-k+i) + (ci-k+z) t-________ci = i
(b) A refinement which has proved successful
(Grant 1930) utilises the control chart 
concept of moving avert age curves. 
Action lines are placed at the 3 
standard deviations limits on both mean 
and range charts which are calculated in 
the normal way.
The disadvantage of utilising weighting
factors is the diff uy of determining what 
each individual otor should be. Moving 
average graphs are often plotted with no 
weighting factor initially until some cyclical 
trend becomes evident, at which time the 
weights are designed using the available data.
Exponential Smoothing
So far we have considered the result or 
outcome of a given set of circumstances with 
the intention of making some valuable
deductions therefrom. The technique of 
exponential smoothing uses these historical 
observations as a method of forecasting what 
is likely to happen in the future.
Box and Jenkins (1970) have done much work in 
this field where they propose a general class 
of models called Autoregressive Integrated 
Moving Average models iARIMA). They show that 
exponential smoothing is a special case of 
this class.
Here, the new observation is considered to be 
a function of the previous forecast plus some 
portion, a , of the difference between the 
forecast and actual values in the previous 
period. Thus:
Fn = a  Yn- i + ( i-a) Fn- ;
= rn-i * a(Yn-i-Fn-i)
where Yn-i = previous actual value
Fn-i = previous forecast value 
o = autoregressive factor 
Fn r. new forecast value
This technique is of use in many situations 
where some prediction needs to be made of the 
trend most likely to be followed by a given 
process.
R^gr^csion Analysis
It is often insufficient to characterise a 
group of data points by a trend line. A very 
successful method of fitting a line through a 
series of data points such that the curve 
connects the mean values of the distribution 
of each occurrence is known as regression. 
This greatly facilitates the ability to 
forecast, at a future time, the dependent 
variable from the independent one.
Initially it is necessary to determine the 
form of the curve i.e. linear, quadratic, 
exponential, etc. Then the unknown 
coefficients are determined, • usually by the 
method of least squares. Now assuming a 
linear relationship, the curve is of the form:
y = ao+aix
and any error in the predicted value is: 
ei = yi-(ao>atxi)
thus sum of squares = S = ei2 = £ (yi-ao -ai xi )2 
and by differentiating partially 3s 4 3s
3a o 3ai
and setting equal to zero, S can be minimised
and the resulting equations solved for ao ,ai:
nao+ailxl = [yi
a o i x i + a i l x i2 = I x i y i
and solving gives
ao = y-aix
ai =H xi-x) (yi-y)
I(xi-%):
The following conditions are prerequisites in 
order for these least squares estimates to be 
the most likely:
(a) The dependent variable, xi, must follow 
a normal distribution for a given yi 
with mean
ao + ai xi
(b) The variance of th^ distribution of y is 
not dependent on the value of x i.e. it 
is constant for all y values.
Thesi last two statistical forms differ from 
the first three in that they are used to 
predict future values of a function based on 
present and past data, whereas the purpose of 
the others is to analyse the past and present 
data in order to evaluate factors relevant to 
the present.
Quality Control and Statistical Methods in Fuel 
Conservation
Surprisingly, there appears to be very little in the 
literature in the area of statistical quality control 
procedures utilised for energy or fuel management. A 
number of minicomputers are, however, available with 
the capaoility of producing some of the statistical 
measures discussed in the previous section (Caporal).
These are complex systems and would require a good 
deal of "tailoring" to be acceptable to the layman.
One example of the use of such methods for fuel 
management is discussed by Kreft (1980) who cites some 
examples of savings made in fuel consumption by some 
American companies through the use of control charts. 
A seasonal index is calculated using the ratio of 
actual to moving average. Tnis index is used to 
remove seasonal fluctuations after which the 
normalised data is analysed using conventional control 
chart techniques.
One of the major difficulties encountered, according 
to Kreft, is that of persuading the entire 
organisation to accept the principles behind and goals 
of the system. The success of the system, he 
believes, is dictated by the success of overcoming 
this difficulty.
INVESTIGATION
An investigation was carried out into the system of fuel 
data collection and management at present in existence in 
the Johannesburg City Engineers Department. This 
investigation embraced areas such as control of fuel stocks, 
issue of fuel, method of data collection, input of data into 
data processing resources and production, distribution and 
usefulness of management information from data processing 
resources. A detailed account of the investigation is given 
below:
3.1 Structure of Department
The City Engineers Department (CED) is structured into 
a number of major branches. Each of these branches is 
divided into Depots according to geographic location. 
It was decided, due to the fact that management of 
fuel in each of the branches is handled on a similar 
basis, to confine the study to a specific branch, 
utilising it as a pilot study which could then be 
expanded to cover all branches if it proved effective. 
The branch chosen was the Cleansing Branch, it being 
the greatest single fuel user and therefore the most 
likely to benefit fr • investigation.
Some considerable time was spent with each of the four 
depots in the Cleansing Branch as well as with the 
Statistical Services and Data Processing Branches in 
an attempt to understand and document the relevant 
procedures.
3 .2 Issue of Fuel and Data Collection
A system of books of coupons has been established. 
The face of the coupon shows the literage dispensed,
and coupons are printed in 5, 10, 20 and 50 litre
types, with petrol and diesel being designated by 
different colours. These books are issued to each 
depot as requested. An example is shown in Appendix 
B.l. At the depot, prenumbered coupons are issued 
from the book. In the case of diesel, the stub and 
coupon are filled in by the driver, whereas for 
petrol, they are filled in by an office clerk. The 
stub, containing fleet no., fuel quantity, vehicle 
registration and date remains in the book.
The driver of the vehicle presents the coupon 
containing branch code, date, fleet number, vehicle 
registration number and kilometre reading, to the pump 
attendant (at a pump at which the depot is authorised 
to fill up) who dispenses the quantity of fuel 
reflected on the coupon into the vehicle. The pump 
attendant completes the coupon with the "pump start" 
and "pump finish" readings, as well as the pump code, 
and signs and retains the coupon for batching. In the 
case of smaller machinery, e.g. grass cutters, the 
attendant dispenses the correct amount into a jerrycan 
which is transported to a more convenient site and is 
then used to fill the machines by the machine 
operators.
Tank dip readings and pump readings are taken and 
recorded at the beginning and end of each day and 
these must agree after taking into consideration the 
quantity of fuel delivered into the tank. An example 
of this reconciliation statement is shown in Appendix 
B.2.
Some exceptions do exist as in the case, for example, 
of vehicles which remain at a tip site. These 
vehicles are filled from a mobile tanker and coupons 
are issued from a book held at the tip.
tiach month the coupons, together with the 
reconciliation sheets, are returned to the central co­
ordinating office, where the issues on the 
reconciliation statements are checked against the 
total of issues reflected on the coupons, and are 
changed if incorrect. Receipts are verified against 
the supplier delivery notes which must be attached 
(this field on the form may also be changed if not in 
agreement with delivery notes). The reconciliation 
statements are then sequentially numbered and sent to 
the Statistical Services Branch, where they are 
batched and entered into the computer.
Data Processing and Reporting
At the end of the month, a set of printouts is 
produced by Statistical Services showing each 
reconciliation statement by number. The first 
listing, a pump reconciliation, shows initial pump 
reading, final pump reading, corrected issues (from 
issues as discussed above) and any variances. The 
tank capacity is also shown. The second, a tank 
reconciliation, shows start and end dip totals, 
corrected receipts (from delivery notes as discussed 
above) and any variance.
The reconciliation statements are manually checked to 
ensure that all pump readings are sequential in any 
batch submitted, as well as from month to month on the 
reconciliation listings provided. Any fuel debited 
but not delivered to the tanks should be obvious from 
a comparison of these listings and the suppliers debit 
notes, while any fuel issued for which no coupon is 
received, will show as a variance between pump 
readings and corrected issues.
The coupons themselves, after being used to check the
reconciliation sheets, are batched together and sent 
to the Data Processing Branch where they are entered, 
in batch-entry mode, onto the Councils' Fleetmaster 
system. As each coupon is entered it is validated
against a parameter card containing all relevant 
information for a given registt uLion number e.g. fleet 
number, department, branch, etc. before being 
accepted.
At the end of the month, a voluminous series of
management reports is produced, the most important of 
which are:
3.3.1 Fuel and Oil Consumption
This shows per branch and fleet number, the
fuel and oil used in the month, total distance 
travelled over past twelve months and 
consumption (L/IOOkm or L/hr), the same
figures for the last three months, and fleet
averages. Totals per branch are given. This 
is considered to be a management report only.
3.3.2 Branch Report
This shows per depot and fleet number, the
latest kilometre reading, life distance,
distances in each of the last three months, 
litres used this month and consumption (L/100 
km or L/hr) this month. Each depot receives 
the relevant portion of the report each month.
3.3.3 Lists of vfci icles in various different
sequences; a master list of all information on 
the parameter cards and a summary showing fuel 
used per branch for the last 12 running 
months. This latter report is used by upper 
management for decision making.
FINDINGS
4.1 Fuel Issue and Data Collection
4.1.1 Very often, in practice, the person who 
dispenses the fuel into the vehicles also 
takes the pump and tank readings. This could 
obviously lead to misuse especially in view of 
the fact that in some instances the book is 
kept by the pump attendant and is filled in by 
the driver and pump attendant in conjunction.
It is also theoretically possible, assuming 
some co-operation between driver and 
attendant, to dispense a quantity of fuel into 
the vehicle, different than is indicated on 
the pump, the only check on this being the 
consumption statistics produced by the system, 
which as will be shown later, are inaccurate.
4.1.2 Should the vehicle not take the stipulated 
quantity, it rests upon the pump attendant to 
alter the coupon to agree with the quantity 
actually disbursed, while no record is made in 
the stub.
4.1.3 Although the coupons are prenumbered, no 
sequential control is kept since this has 
proved too difficult in the past. It is 
therefore possible for coupons to go missing 
entirely, possibly to be used at another 
depot, although it is unlikely that this could 
give rise to any irregularities unless once 
again the driver and pump attendant co-operate 
to falsify the registration and fleet details 
on the coupon.
4.1.4 In some cases, the data kept by the depot on 
its fuel usage s supplied in summary form at 
month end by the local pump personnel who 
summarise this information from the coupons. 
It often happens, however, that vehicles from 
another depot or even other branches have 
filled up at the pumps and these summaries 
consequently include the amounts on these 
"foreign” coupons.
In other cases, the data summaries kept by the 
depot on its fuel consumption are drawn up 
from the coupon stubs. This is a more 
accurate indicator of the fuel usage of the 
depot but nas the disadvantage that no 
overfills will be taken into account.
4.1.5 Although the golden rule appears to be "no
coupon, no fuel" it nevertheless happens, due 
to the fact that some coupons contain no 
preprinted department code, that a vehicle 
fills up at a "foreign" depot and may even use 
one of their coupons. This would obviously 
invalidate any data taken from that stub, for 
that depot. It raises the further question of 
what happens if the incorrect department code 
is filled in.
4.1.t Much of the system is based on the principle
of a specified quantity of fuel being 
dispensed into a vehicle at a specified 
mileage. However, no account is taken of the 
fuel in the tank at the beginning or end of
the month, since the vehicles are never 
filled. Consequently at best any consumption 
figures will only show the relationship 
between the quantity of fuel dispensed into
uhe vehicle and the distance travelled by that 
vehicle between the first and last fuel stop 
n the month. Th^s error could be as much as 
?5%. See example in Appendix C.
Since coupons arrive at the Data Processing 
Branch in no specific sequence, difficulty is 
:xperienced with ensuring that all coupons 
01 all vehicles for a given month are in,
:spec!11y in view of the lack of sequence 
control. It furthermore follows that it is 
not always possible to be certain that the 
quantity of fuel in a vehicle at the end of a 
nth is the same as the quantity at the 
beginning of the following month.
The fact that petrol coupons and diesel 
coupons are housed in different places and 
controlled by different people very often 
leads to duplication of work in an attempt to 
provide complete depot usages to both the 
depot management and head office. There in 
fact appears to be no good reason for this 
other than tradition.
Control of fuel taken out in jerrycans for 
grass cutters and other small machinery is in 
some instances extremely strict and in others 
almost non-existant. A small steady loss from 
chi3 iourci? could be quite substantial.
'‘he system of reporting is confused in some 
"reas. Some depots are still submitting forms
•..'hich were discarded in 1981.
A major' difficulty with the control of fuel 
arises because of the continual transferring 
of vehicles, both inter-depot and inter­
department. A vehicle may for examp]e have 
been filled 1n the morning and may then be 
transferred to another depot or department. 
The quantity of fuel is nevertheless "debited" 
to the depot who filled the vehicle.
4.1.12 Loss of fuel in the form of vapour varies but 
may be as much as 3%. This is very difficult 
to control since it varies with factors such 
as weather conditions, tank size, quantity of 
fuel in tank, etc.
4.1.13 Tank reconci) statements are often
filled in by k<eying a record of the previous 
days tv reading and simply writing it in the 
next da. The received amount is then added, 
the issues subtracted and the final dip 
reading calculated. This, however, shows up 
as a zero variation on the tank reconciliation 
and so can be controlled. The point 
nevertheless remains that subdivision of 
duties is poor. Furthermore, confusion often 
armies in other situations. Where a tank has 
two pumps, readings are sometimes shown 
against the wrong pump: dip readings are
often converted to litres incorrectly or using 
the table for a different size tank; 
intertank transfers do not require coupons.
4.2 Data Processing and Reporting
4.2.1 The fact that anyone is entitled to alter the 
reconciliation sheets without some form of 
verifying cross check is in itself a loss of 
control, although it does ensure a stable
point from which to compare the data produced.
4.2.2 Differences between the two systems (which 
occur regularly) are most often caused by 
incorrect handling of the data rather than 
inconsistent data. This is inevitable when 
attempting to manage a situation utilising 
data from two different systems.
4.2.3 No sequential control is kept from batch to 
batch, the principle being that if the fuel 
quantities balance, all the documents must be 
present.
4.2.4 The parameter cards used in the Fleetmaster 
system are often out of date and require 
constant updating to correct information such 
as department, fleetnumber, etc. This is 
partially due to the lengthy procedure which 
must be followed every time a vehicle is 
transferred, scrapped or purchased and 
partially to previous punching mistakes made 
by the data processing entry clerks.
4.2.5 It sometimes occurs that all coupons do not 
reach the Data Processing Branch before the 
close-off date. These coupons are punched 
together with the following months' coupons 
and will cause a discrepancy between the two 
systems.
4.2.6 Fleetnumber.s are not consistent throughout the 
department, e.g. fleet type 07 does not 
necessarily designate the same type of vehicle 
throughout the department. Furthermore, in 
some instances, fleet types contain a mixture 
of vehicle types, making comparisons with 
ileet averages meaningless.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The basic purpose of the entire system is twofold:
To ensure that there are no opportunities for fuel 
shortages to occur, i.e. to ensure that all fuel 
purchased by the department is finally utilised in one 
of the CED vehicles.
To be able to report on various fuel and vehicle 
statistics in a meaningful manner to allow management 
to effectively exercise control over fuel usage, 
vehicle utilisation, cost maintenance, and other 
aspects of vehicle cost control.
5.1 Fuel Issue and Data Collection
In attempting to prevent fuel shortages the system is 
to a large extent successful. Nevertheless, it 
appears that the coupon system needs refinement in 
some areas.
5.1.1 Issues of coupon books from Mechanical W/S 
should be entered into a register which should 
tally with a similar register held in each 
depot. In order to facilitate control of 
coupon issues and delegation of responsibility 
for ensurv-g that this depot register 
reconciles with coupons issued, the diesel and 
ppt.m 1 coupon books should be kept in the same 
office. Certainly they should not be kept by 
the pump attendant. This implies that coupons 
will be filled in under office supervision 
rather tha at the pump. It also implies that 
the responsibility and accountability could be 
delegated to one specific individual. It
would furthermore eliminate much of the 
duplication of work created because of the 
necessity for the local pump personnel to 
supply information to depot administrative 
staff.
Under no circumstances should the person
taking the tank readings, also take the pump 
readings. Furthermore, if two people are
taking the readings, they should alternate 
functions at irregular intervals, although 
this may be somewhat difficult to achieve in 
practice. Such malpractices as addin*; the 
litres issued from the pump to the morning
tank reading to give the closing tank reading,
instead of recording the actual closing tank 
reading, should be dealt with severely.
No coupon or stub should be printed without a 
preprinted depot and branch code, and the rule 
of "no coupon, no fuel" should be strictly 
enforced. This would mean that all fuel and 
only such fuel indicated on the coupons and 
stubs belonging to a particular depot would in 
fact have been dispensed into a vehicle for 
usage by that depot.
Since the coupons are seldom returned to the 
transport department of the depot, any 
summaries required should be made up from the 
stubs rather than the coupons. This would 
ensure that only fuel actually dispensed into 
vehicles in use by the particular depot would 
be recorded on the summaries.
Jerrycans containing excess fuel from filling 
grass cutters should remain in the depot since
it is impossible to account for this fuel if 
it is taken out.
5.1.5 An effort should be made to standardise the 
system of reporting, i.e. ensure that all 
depots are submitting information which is 
correct, accurate, and in a simi ar "ormat.
5.1.6 A major area in which control has been 
overlooked is the fact that the quantity of 
fuel in the vehicle at critical points is a
total unknown.
The philosophy adopted at this time is that 
any fuel dispensed into a vehicle is
considered as being used after being dispensed 
into the tank.
A much better philosophy is one in which one 
considers fuel dispensed as taking the place 
of fuel already used. This means that any 
fuel dispensed into a vehicle can be 
specifically allocated since it is now known 
how that fuel has been used. Some solutions 
are discussed below:
5.1.6.1 If the vehicle is filled at all 
critical points, i.e. at the end of 
the month, before a transfer, on
return from a transfer; then the 
exact quantity of fuel used between 
that critical point and the last is 
known.
This is a psychologically important point,
since it would avoid depots being billed for 
fuel not used by them. The practical
implementation of this system could be 
achieved by providing each vehicle with its 
own designated coupon book which would not 
have prefixed amounts. The vehicle would 
always be filled and the quantity of fuel 
would be inserted in both the coupon and stub. 
The stub would serve the dual purpose of both
stub and logbook in which could be recorded
mileage before transfer, and mileage on return 
from transfer.
Disadvantages of this system are the loss of 
control over filling in the stub/coupons and 
also the problem of the coupon books going 
astray. However, the accuracy with which one
could then calculate ths fuel consumption of 
each vehicle would soon uncover 
irregularities. It would also be a 
requirement that each logbook be presented to 
and initialled by the transport superintendant 
every day, possibly to be held overnight.
5.1.6.2 Each vehicle would only be filled
prior to a transfer or month-end. 
At other times the system would 
remain as it now exists, and coupons 
would always be obtained from the 
depot transport office. The 
disadvantage with this system is 
that the stub can only be completed 
once th'- vehicle has been filled.
This could lead to irregularities if not 
controlled properly. However, it is easy to 
implement and special care could be taken by 
office staff to ensure correct figures over 
monthend and prior to transfers.
5.1.6.3 If the quantity of fuel in the 
vehicle can be accurately read at a 
given time, the same effect can be 
achieved, without the necessity of 
actually filling the vehicle. Most 
known gauges at this time are not 
sufficiently accurate for this 
purpose, although some research is 
presently being carried out 
utilising the weight of the fuel as 
a measure of quantity. This has 
been found to be sufficiently 
accurate but many practicalities 
have yet to be solved.
5.1.6.4 If the quantity of fuel actually 
passing into the engine can be 
measured, in terms of time or 
kilometres travelled, a much more 
accurate estimate of the fuel 
consumption can be obtained.
Since the distances are known 
exactly, the actual fuel used by the 
vehicle can be computed with a high 
degree of accuracy.
Unfortunately such electronic systems are 
expensive and require to be fitted one to
each vehicle. They also require a small
micro-processor to be abie to read the 
information from the unit situated in the 
vehicle. The unit in fact plugs into the
micro-processor at the end of the day and all
the relevant information is passed to it.
It might be pointed out, however, that these 
systems do provide other much needed 
information on idling times, excessive speeds 
and engine revs, brake wear, trip times, etc. 
One advantage of using such a system is that 
the existing coupon system could stay largely 
the same. One example of some of the data 
available is shown in Appendix D.
Data Processing and Reporting
The attempt at providing timely, meaningful management 
information from the system is something of a failure.
Although some possible changes are suggested in 
section 4.2, the basis of the problem is the nature 
of the design of the systems being used to process the
data. It is evident that the two systems have evolved
over a long period of time and have been altered with 
to meet the changing needs of the environment. 
However, with the increasing requirement for "real­
time” information, the basic method of functioning of 
these systems is becoming more and more incompatible 
with the need for accurate, up to date, readily
available and easily understandable management 
information. Som*’ broad solutions to this dilemma are 
discussed below:
5.2.1 An entire revision of the two systems at
present in use with a view to streamlining
their operation and the possibility of
combining them into one. A detailed 
investigation would be necessary to determine 
how the entire batch loading process could be 
changed to shorten the time from initial
dispensing of fuel into the vehicles to final 
reports being produced.
5.2.2 The purchase of a more advanced fleetmaster 
system, which would incorporate all aspects of 
vehicle cost control, replacement analysis, 
etc., and which would make more use of online 
loading of information. This might mean that 
certain depots would be given terminals where 
they would enter the information themselves, 
thus removing the delays of much of the
batching process.
Such a system might include such capabilities 
as sophisticated calculations for loss due to 
vapourisation if such parameters as mean 
temperature, tank size, etc. were available. 
Fuel delivered to a depot could be keyed in at
the depot and instantaneously compared with
the previous readings and any order
information which might be outstanding.
Both of the above solutions are costly, the latter 
more so than the former, and both would require an in- 
depth investigation into commercially available 
systems and their applicability, although it is 
obvious that this decision cannot be delayed for any 
length of time. However, such an investigation is 
beyond the scope of this dissertation. In the short 
term, however, a simpler solution does exist. One 
which to a large degree will meet the requirements of 
readily available, easily understandable and 
meaningful management information at a small fraction 
of the cost of the major systems described above. It 
does have disadvantages, and these will be discussed, 
but as a short to medium term solution, the system 
described in the remainder of this paper provides an 
acceptable solution to the more urgent of the 
problems described above.
SYSTEM DESIGN
Instroduct. ion
This stystem has been written on a Hewlett Packard HP
86 microprocessor using interpretive BASIC. A number
of reasons account for this choice.
(a) The HP 86 was the only microprocessor readily 
available, both at the University and at the 
City Engineers Department.
(b) BASIC is an easily understandable language, is 
compatible with most microprocessor operating 
systems and is therefore easily transferable, 
and is a suitable language for the interactive 
nature of the system.
The overall objectives of the system are:
(a) simplicity of operation.
(b) Accuracy of data.
(c) Speed of obtaining results.
(d) Mear.ingfulness and understandability of 
results.
In designing the system, the following limitations
were considered:
(a) Limited storage space (use is made of flexible
discs).
(b) Limited system security (interactive BASIC on
this machine has inadequate password and file 
security).
(c) Slow data input rate (no means is available to
transfer data from existing magnetic sources 
onto the micro).
(d) Limited output facilities (output peripherals
take the form of a small two pen plotter and a 
slow printer).
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6.2 Usr oT Quality Control Techniques
One of the simplest, most effective methods of 
discerning, in a given volume of data, any chance 
variations which might occur around the mean, from 
those variations wich have some assignable cause, is 
the use of well known statistical quality control 
techniques. These assignable cause variations may 
then be investigated while others may be ignored, 
hence savirg costly and fruitless investigations. In 
view of this, and the available output peripherals, it 
was decided that the system would provide management 
with a series of accurate, easily understandable 
statistical graphs which would allow management to 
assess trends and variances in fuel consumption for a 
single vehicle type, complete depot or entire branch.
The techniques investigated were:
Control Charts 
Cumulative Sum Charts 
Moving Averages 
Exponential Smoothing 
Regression Analysis
6.2.1 Control Charts
The Control Chart has a great advantage in 
that it is visually simple - inspection of the 
chart can provide a great deal of information. 
Furthermore, many techniques have been 
proposed to help interpret any changes which 
may have taken place. Such techniques as 
placing limits at 3□ or 2o away from the mean 
and determining the probability of a given 
number of observations falling on the same 
side of the mean, make interpretation of the 
chart much easier.
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v • " 39 v .v i .semple size does
. • .iiula coi'.avan; and where the sample size 
’••caches 15 - 20. In the former case the
lution is to change the spread of the 
ontrol limits appropriately while in the
atter case, the accuracy of the range approx­
imation to the standard deviation is
maintained b\ keeping the sample size low, 
:.e. keeping the within sample variation small. 
Mote, however. that the distribution of 
average values from a non-normal universe 
approaches normality as sample size increases. 
Since we are unsure of the normalcy of the
universe, sample size should not be made too
small. Obviously a trade off is necessary. 
Another advantage of the Control Chart is that
■.arge deviations #'rom the mean can be
determined far more quickly than with the 
other methods. Incidentally determination of 
vhe actual mean, i.e. not historical mean, is 
ha" mo’-e difficult with this technique.
v .nan s
■jy t -v i\ic grectest advantage of the Cusum 
hart is the speed with which a small, sudden 
and unstained shift in mean can be detected, 
whereas in the Control Chart, these may be 
obscured by residual variation. This is 
because the Cusum utilises a combination of 
uccessive results whereas the Control Chart 
. r'sures each observation independently.
. i.'-ctioh oi" exactly at what point a change 
has occurred is visually easy with a Cusum 
rivrt, although these changes are most
ccui-c.tc.l.y determined when they occur around
the mean inorj.zoirva =) lines changes in slope 
are more easily mea .ured in sloped or’ less 
than, say. 60°. Furthermore, Cusums can, if
not scaled correctly, be visually difficult to 
interpret due to their tendency to "run" off 
the page. Experience has shown that a 
realistic scale is one unit on the horizontal 
scale representing <?o units on the vertical 
scale, although in this case, physical 
considerations have determined the scales 
used. One other advantage is that the Cusum 
Chart may be used to indicate trends in data, 
although other methods such as Moving Average 
Charts show these as well. and with greater 
flexibility.
M o v m r  Av e r age Chari  .
Very often the most important requirement in 
measuring past data is to determine, with 
reasonable ccuracy, any trends in this data. 
This is best achieved by plotting a Moving 
Average graph of the data.
The intention in plotting these trends may be 
to establish whether some goal has been met in 
the past, to forecast from the present trend 
what future data may look like, or simply to 
determine whether any trend exists at all. In 
any event, the period over which the moving 
average is calculated will determine to what 
extent unwanted fluctuations are eliminated - 
the larger the period the smoother the curve. 
The disadvantage of spreading the period too 
wide is the increasing lack of accuracy with 
increasing spread. Once again the situation 
calls for a trade off, the usual spread 
adopted being 12 months.
6.2.4 Other Techniques
Techniques using a combination of moving 
average graphs and control charts, as well Qs 
minor variations of each of the above 
techniques have been used in certain areas of 
quality control. The disadvantage of these 
methods is the added complexity they 
introduce, and they have not been considered 
when choosing the most suitable techniques for 
this system.
Other techniques suer, as exponential smoothing 
and regression analysis have been found 
extremely useful for forecasting future trends 
from existing and past data. However, since 
this is not the primary purpose of the system, 
these techniques have not been incorporated in 
the system design.
Furthermore, in evaluating the advantages of 
the above three methods, it was decided that 
in view of the widely varying circumstances, 
none would provide sufficient information on 
their own. Consequently the system was 
designed utilising all three techniques.
Introduction of the system would probably best 
be achieved by initially directing the 
attention of operations personnel to the more 
easily understandable control chart and that 
of management to the trend-like moving 
averages. Once these have been accented, the 
cusum charts could be incorporated allowing 
more accurate interpretation of the available 
techniques.
6.3 Indexed File Simulation
It is common on most microprocessors that only 
sequential or relative file access is supported. In 
order to be able to retain the existing vehicle coding
system but to allow direct access to data for any
vehicle type of any depot, two data files have been 
created for each depot, one being a tag file 
permitting relative access according to vehicle type, 
and containing as data, the relative address of the 
main data for that vehicle type. This in fact
simulates the operation of an indexed file
organisation. An example is shown in Appendix E.l.
6.4 File Size Consideration
Due to the nature of file organisation on a flexible 
disc, it was calculated that far more space would be 
required if a single file per branch was created than 
for a file per depot. Furthermore files can be split 
onto more than one diskette more easily using the 
latter technique. The disadvantage of this technique 
is the comparative difficulty of controlling and 
securing numerous files as opposed to one. An e-ample 
of file space calculation is shown in Appendix E.2.
6.b Menu
The system is initialised simply by inserting the 
master diskette into the diskette drive prior to power 
up. On power up the master diskette is searched for 
the start routine which then allows access to the main 
menu.
It was felt that a menu system is easier to 
understand, is more user friendly and is faster than a 
system which requires the user to load each job as 
required.
■FI
System Breakdown
A brief discussion detailing the system breakdown 
follows. A more detailed analysis of the system 
features together with the relevant flow charts can be 
found in Appendix H.
6.6.1 Input
All data is entered via the keyboard, although 
in the longer term the possibility exists of 
copying the information from the existing
fleetmaster system, onto magnetic media and 
transferring it to this system. In the short 
term, however, the more laborious manual 
method is unavoidable.
The following functions are used to input data 
to the system;
6.6.1.1 Data Load
Monthly data for each vehicle is 
loaded and combined into vehicle
types per oranch-depot combination. 
New vehicle types, depots and
branches may be loaded, and previous 
data viewed.
6.6.1.2 Control Parameter Input
System Control Date, Moving Average 
Spread and Control Chart Limit 
Factor may be entered or modified 
using this program.
6.6.1.3 Dpfault Parameter Input
Predetermined defaults for including 
or excluding vehicle types or depots 
in a consolidation of data as well 
as to identify types as petrol/ 
diesel are loaded with this program.
6.6.1.6 Branch/Depot Load
This program is used to enter or 
modify the description of a branch 
and/or depot. Any alphanumeric 
names may be used.
6.6.1.5 Coeff: c : ^ni of Range
The statistical table containing 
Hartleys coefficients with which to 
determine the physical spread of the 
statistical control chart limits 
utilising the range, is loaded with 
this program. Once loaded, these 
should not require to be changed.
6.6.1.6 Load Mean 'Range
This program is used to load the 
historical mean and range for a 
vehicle type, depot or branch. Note 
that the range for depots and 
branches are not summations of in­
dividual types due to the fact that 
the vehicle types included are not 
uniform.
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Processing
A number of different techniques are used to 
provide useful information about the data 
loaded. They are complimentary to one another 
and should be used together if any great 
degree of certainty is to be achieved in 
making decisions based on this information.
6.6.2.1 Simple Data Plots
This program plots the data points 
for the chosen combinations. Actual 
fuel used can be determined from
this graph.
6.6.2.2 Moving Averages
Data for the given combinations for 
the past 3 years are accumulated and 
averaged over the moving average 
period, n, which may vary between 2 
and 24 months (see H.1.2.2). Ob­
viously the first, n months are not 
printed since no average is
available for them. Trends in data 
are easily recognised from these 
graphs.
6.6.2.3 Control Charts
The program calculates both a mean 
and a range chart for the chosen 
branch-depot combination. Historical 
mean and range are taken from the 
history file and control limits are 
calculated utilising these mean / 
range figures and the coefficients 
loaded in the statistical table.
6.6.2 Processing
A number of different techniques are used to 
provide useiul information about the data 
loaded. They are complimentary to one another 
and should be used together if any great 
degree of certainty is to be achieved in 
making decisions based on this information.
6.6.2.1 Simple Data Plots
This program plots the data points 
fcr the chosen combinations. Actual 
fuel used can be decermined from 
this graph.
6.6.2.2 Moving Averages
Data for the given combinations for 
the i isc 3 years are accumulated and 
averaged over the moving average 
period, n, which may vary between 2 
and 24 months (see H.1.2.2). Ob­
viously the first n months are not 
printed since no average is 
available for them. Trends in data 
are easily recognised from these 
graphs.
6.6.2.3 Control Charts
The program calculates both a mean 
and a range chart for the chosen 
branch-depot combination. Historical 
mean and range are taken from the 
history file and control limits are 
calculated utilising these mean / 
range figures and the coefficients 
loaded in the statistical table.
Due to space considerations, it is 
not pc ible to hold actual data for 
each vehicle or mean/range data for 
every combination of vehicle types. 
Consequently in constructing range 
charts for depot totals and branch 
totals the range has been recon­
structed using an approximation (See 
H.1.2.3). Extreme care should 
therefore be taken when making 
decisions based exclusively on these 
range charts. Furthermore, due to 
the second constraint, only certain 
combinations of totals may have 
control charts, i.e. per vehicle 
type; a series of vehicles; total of 
all default types within a depot; 
total of all default types within a 
branch. Ad hoc combinations are not 
allowed.
This technique should be used when 
investigating specific data points 
with respect to the mean and range. 
It is more complex than the previous 
technique and should be introduced 
with care.
Cusum Charts
The cumulative sum is calculated for 
the chosen combination utilising the 
actual data and the stored 
historical mean. An example showing 
how the change in fuel usage is 
represented by the slope of the 
curve is given in Appendix G.
Existing statistical tests for this 
technique are somewhat complex, and 
even the approximation described in
H.i.2.4 is difficult to implement on 
a day to day basis. Consequently 
the practice has been adopted of 
simply evaluating the graph 
critically to determine whether any 
change is sufficient to warrant 
investigation.
As in the control chart, cusum 
charts may only be printed for 
certain combinations due to the same 
constraint on space. This technique 
concentrates on the relative change 
in usage over consecutive months and 
cogethu r with the control chart, 
provides an excellent measure of 
statistical control.
File Roll
Since space provides for only 3 
year', data to be retained, a roll 
facility exists to drop off the 
f^rst month and roll each month back 
by one. This function must be 
performed each month prior to 
loading new months data. The roll 
may be performed on all depot-branch 
combinations together or in­
dividually as preferred by the 
operator.
Output
Output from the system consists mainly of 
graphical representation of chosen data.
6.6 .  3.1 Simple Dai.a Graphs
These graphs are produced as 
determined by the request in 6.6.2.1. 
Limits and scales are determined 
from the data itself thus obviating 
the need for operator intervention.
6.6.3.2 Mcvmg Average Charts
Plotted as requested in 6 . 6 .2.2, 
these graphs exclude the initial n 
months of data, since th is  period 
has no moving average associated 
with i t .
6.6.3.3 Control Chart Plots
These plots display only two years 
h is to r ic a l  data, since it is 
necessary to plot the mean and range 
chart one below the other. This is 
considered s u ff ic ie n t  data to give 
an accurate picture of the current 
s itu a tio n .
6.6.3.4 Cunum Plots
A)though suggestions are made in the 
literature (see H.1.3.4) regarding 
axis scales, the dimensions of the 
plotter required that the scale be 
allowed to vary with the nature of
the data. A key is provided showing 
registration of major angles on the 
chart.
Print of Data
This produces a listing detailing, 
for the chosen combination, 
consumption figures per month as 
well as year-to-date. Petrol and 
Diesel are listed separately.
Print of Depots/Branches
A listing of all existing depots ind 
branches with their descriptions may 
be printed on request.
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In fig. 7.1.1, branch, depot, and type must be 
The answer No (N ) returns the urogram 
beginning.
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Here the program Vo 11dates the file status. If the 
answer does not at ree with the scan of the disc 
director/, an error message is printed and the program 
returns to the beginning.
(1 )
IN)
FIG 7.1.3
In fig 7.1.3, the option to display all data will 
display the last 36 months of data for this vehicle 
type m  this depot-branch combination. The option not 
to display any data advances the program to fig 7.1.4.
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FIG 7.1.4
The option (N) in fig 7.1.4 would result in a warning 
message informing the user that unless the file is 
rolled first, information will be overwritten. This 
warning may be overridden if the user so desires.
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FIG 7.1.5
Only numerics from 1 to 36 will be accepted. As in 
the case of the display, the oldest month is
designated 36, the youngest is 1.
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FIG 7.1.6
In fig 7.1.6 the series of 3 questions is repeated 
until there are no more vehicles in that type. The 
fleetnumber must be a four digit numeric and fuel used 
may not be negative.
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Replying (Y) to the question in fig 7.1.7 returns the 
program to fig 7.1.1.
After storing of all data, the program returns to the 
main menu.
7.2 Control 1 Mai nt*
This program is initiated from the main menu (function 
9).
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FIG 7.2.1
Selection of (1) and (2) would result in an echo of 
the control limit or the control date.
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Any period within the bounds of the discussion in 
Appendix H.1.1.2 is acceptable.
The answer (N) in fig. 7.2.2 returns the program to 
the beginning of fig. 7.2.2
After storing of the data, the program returns to the 
main menu.
7.3 Default Maintenance
This program is initiated from the main menu (function
12).
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The answer (N) returns the program to the be- 
ginning.
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The answer (N) in fig. 7.3.2 terminates the program 
which then returns to the main menu.
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Tne answer (N ) returns the program to the first 
question jn fig. 7.3.2
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FIG 7.3.4
The answer (Y ) returns the program to the beginning of 
section 7.3 after storing the change already affected. 
The answer (N ) stores the data and returns to the main 
menu.
7./i Branch/Depot Load
This program is initiated from the main menu (function 
7/8). ■ Since these two functions are dentical, only 
the branch load is described below.
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Numeric validation is performed on the code of the 
branch which must be between I and bO. No validation 
is performed on the description loaded. The answer 
(N) to the echo causes the program to return to the 
request for the new description. The answer (Y ) 
results in storing of the new description on the 
branch file and the program returns to the main menu.
Note that no descriptions may be loaded for a vehicle 
type. This is due to the fact that these types are 
not standard and are simply referred to numerically.
7 . 5 Cot'f f'j ei tMil oT R.mgr Load
This program is initiated from the main menu (function
10).
(2 )
run
(Y)
FIG 7.5.1
The groupsize entered must be numeric. The response 
(N) returns the program to the first request in fig.
7.5.1
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FIG 7.5.2
All factors must be numeric. The response (N) to the 
echo returns the program to the first request in 
fig. 7.5.2. The request (Y) to change other factors 
returns the program to the first request in 
fig. 7.5.1. The response (N) causes the data to be 
stored in the statistics table and the program returns 
to the main m^nu.
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7 .6 M t M n / R a n g c  Ma i uLeiianr.
This program is initiated from the main menu (function
6).
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In fig. 7.6.1 the program validates the branch-depot 
combination and returns an error message if the answer 
is not in agreement with the scan of thr> disc 
directory, e.g. if such a branch-depot combination 
does not exist.
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FIG 7.6.2
The answer (N) in fig 7.6.2 returns the program to the 
beginning of fig. 7.6.2 and the type must be re­
entered.
The options (2) and (3) in fig. 7.6.1 result in a 
request for the branch and depot in the former case, 
and for the branch only in the latter case.
After storing the data the program returns to the first 
question in 7.6.1. The option (A) will then return 
the program to the main menu.
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FIG 7.7.1
No cperator input is required and thii> step takes 
approximately 15 seconds.
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Only t.h- numer r responses 1, 2 or 3 are acceptable,
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Any .iber of types up to 10 may oe included whe. 
attempting to enter the 11th. the system requests the 
user to print the first batch of 10 graphs and ther 
re-input from the 11th onwards. if the default 
requested (100), >t must br entered before any othv • 
individual type, failing which the system issues 
message to the effect that default and specif? 
requests may not be mixes. No restriction ?>' ■ si ■: 
combinat ions of branch-depot-tym request. .
The system indicates the file name and the disc on 
which it is located. As each type is processed, this 
fact is i idicated by the system.
The program now hands control to the plotting program:
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Entering E here returns the program to the main menu 
without the plotting function be.ng performed. If the 
plotter is not switched on, the system will request 
the operator to switch it on before proceeding.
After plotting the graph, the program returns to the 
main menu. Examples of the various graphs are shown 
in the section "System Output" under 7.15.1.
7 .8 Moving Average Graph:-.
This program is initiated from the main menu (function
3).
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This format is similar to that described in the 
previous section. All validations and options are 
identical. One difference lies in the fact that only 
24 months data are printed on these graphs and not 36. 
This is due to the fact that within the first 12 
months insufficient data exists to produce a 12 month 
moving average. After plotting the graph the program 
returns to the main menu. Graphs showing examples of 
the various options may be found under "System 
Output" in section 7.15.2.
7.9 Control Charts
This program is called from the main menu
(function A).
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FIG 7.9.I
Once again this layout is similar to that of section 
7.7 and all validations in this program are identical 
to that of 7.7. The major differences in this program 
are:
aresp
when requesting (2) or (3) in answer to the 
first question in 7.9.1, no option is given 
with regard to which types are entered. The 
program assumes all default types for the 
requested branch-depot combination, 
to facilitate better comparison, these charts 
are plotted across the page and not down the 
page. Consequently only 24 months data is 
given and not 36. After plotting tne charts 
the program returns to the main menu. 
Examples of the various charts are shown in 
the section "System Output" under section
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7.10 Cumulative Sum Charts
This program is called from the main menu
(function 14).
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FIG 7.10.1
In Fig 7. 0.1 it can be seen that the standard format 
has once again been used. As in the case of section 
7.9, selection of U’) or (3) in answer to the first 
question above, results in all default types being 
accumulated for the requested branch-depot 
combi nation.
After plotting the charts, the program returns to the 
main menu. Examples of some charts are shown in the 
section "System Output" in 7.15.4
7.11 File Roll
This function is initiated from the main menu
(function 11).
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FIG 7.11.1
Selecting option (2) in fig. 7.11.1 results in all 
depots of the branch requested in fig. 7.11.2 being 
rolled.
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FIG 7.11.2
If option (2) in fig. 7.11.1 had been selected, the 
second question in fig. 7.11.2 would not have been 
asked.
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Each type is rolled individually, and this fact is 
indicated on the screen. When type 99 has been 
rolled, the protfrim returns to fig. 7.11.1. Selection 
of (3) now returns the program to the main menu. 
Selection of ( 1) ar.d (?) will advance the program once 
more to fig. 7.11.2.
7 • 12 Con:.;mnpt. i mi 1).ita Pr i nl
This program is called directly from the main menu
(function 5).
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FIG 7.12.1
Selection of (2) or (3) in fig. 7.12.1 will result in 
only the first question of fig. 7.12.2 in the latter 
case and in the first two questions in the former 
case, i.e. in both these cases, the program assumes 
the default types. Selection of (4) returns the 
program to the main menu. No other input will be 
accepted.
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hev unnts date for each type, each on a new page.
;age number*/ are giver, to orevent the accidental loss
' r oags
•,r,e. jrincj.iig \otais of a depot or of a branch, the
/stem shows a "this month" total and a "year to date" 
o t e f o r  petro. types and diesel types separately, 
Lolums of data. On completion of the print, 
.he program returns to fig. 7.12.1. An example of the 
atz ')■ nvftd s shown in "System Output" in section
1. 13 Prini. Br'ancii/Ucpn, Code
I IAI L > OUR
This program is called fro# it o.a ,
(function 13).
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FIG 7.13.1
All branches and depots have been initialised with 
description "NONE". Thus any depots/branches whosf 
descriptions have not been subsequently loaded will hr- 
designated by the above description.
The program now returns to the main menu.
An example of a table of branch codes ;y show.■ r  
section 7.15.6 of "System Output"
7.14 End
This function (function 15) exits from the main menu 
and signs off the system, giving the date and time 
signed off, for accounting purposes. Once this 
function has been keyed, the machine must either be 
switched off and then back on, or the program Autost 
must be loaded, before the main menu will once more 
appear on the screen.
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7.15 System Output
These graphs have been grouped together in this 
section to facilitate comparison between the various 
types. They are based on a fairly representative 
sample of test data and should not be misconstrued as 
actually applying to the Branch-Depot combination 
designated.
The following table shows a summary of the examples 
included in the section indicating the figure number 
and the content of each.
TABLE 7.15.1
Fig Content
7.15.1.1 Sirple Data Plot Type 1 Depot Selby Branch Cleansing
7.15.1.2 Simple Data Plot Type 1,5,10 Depot Selby Branch Cleansing
7.15.1.3 Simple CBLa Plot Type All Depot All Branch Cleansing
7.15.2.1 Moving Average Plot Type 1 Depot Selby Branch Cleansing
7.15.2.2 Moving Average Plot Type 1,5,10 Depot Selby Branch Cleansing
7.15.2.3 Moving Average Plot Type All Depot All Branch Cleansing
7.15.3.1 Control Charts Type 1 Depot Selby Branch Cleansing
7.15.3.2 Control Charts TVpe All Depot Selby Branch Cleansing
7.15.3.3 Control Charts Type All Depot All Branch Cleansing
7.15.4.1 Cusun Charts Type 1 Depot Selby Branch Cleansing
7.15.4.2 Cusun Charts Type All Depot Selby Branch Cleansing
7.15.4.3 Cusun Charts Type All Depot All Branch Cleansing
7.15.5 Consumption Cota Print Type All Depot Selby Branch Cleansing
7.15.6.1 Branch Description Table
7.15.6.2 Depot Description Table
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TABLE OF BRANCHES AND DESCRIPTIONS
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IE: DEC 1983 PAGENO: 1
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1 CLEANSING
2 NONE
3 NONE
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CONCLUSIONS
8.1. System Investigation
Although numerous irregularities were uncovered by 
this investigation, some of which are easily 
rectifiable, many of these are remnants from outdated 
methods of information gathering and would require 
extensive changes to the philosophies incorporated in 
the system. Examples of this are the month-end fill 
up procedure and separation of duties and 
localisation of accountability as discussed in 
Section 5. Such a revamp is costly in terms of both
time and manpower and is not recommended lightly. 
However, it should be clearly understood that the 
accuracy of any data processing system has as a basic 
limitation, the accuracy of the input data, and 
consequently to invest large sums of money to process 
inaccurate data is somewhat foolhardy.
It should be noted that tnis investigation was carried 
out only on the Cleansing Branch of the C.E.D., the 
philosophy being that any irregularities found here 
are probably generalisable to the remaining branches. 
This, of course, may not be true and a similar 
investigation would have to be carried out in these 
branches if certainty were required prior to making 
some commitment.
It was felt at the time that the approach of
information gatherer was more likely to earn the co­
operation of the operations personnel concerned, than 
that of inspector and this, in fact, proved to be
invaluable, laying the emphasis on the desire to make
the system more efficient rather than more watertight.
In general, it is believed that a good evaluation of 
the existing system in the Cleansing Branch has been
achieved and that it is probably capable of 
generalisation to the other branches of the 
Department.
Computer System Dea.t^ n >nd Implementation
The final graphs from the system show that the concept 
of utilising statistical control techniques as a tool 
for management of fuel consumption is a good one. 
Certainly vithin the given constraints, the system 
provides dzta which may be used effectively to de­
termine those uncontrollable variations caused by 
chance from those which have determinable causes.
Some pract cal difficulties arose which made the 
utilisation of the existing processor unsuitable for 
generalised use of this package. These are:
8.2.1 Insufficient diskette space for the amount of
data required to be stored. This could be
obviated with the upgrading of the machine to 
contain more disc memory.
8.2.2 Time required to load data into the system.
This is not a serious problem while only the 
Cleansing Branch is using this system but 
manual loading of all data from all branches
would take far too long. This could be solved
by creating a diskette from the existing 
fleetmaster system and using this as the input 
to the system. This of course introduces the 
problem of inaccurate data discussed above, 
and some corrective measures would need to be 
taken in conjunction with the introduction of 
the utilisation of such data.
Another difficulty is that generalised
acceptance of the system appears to be a major 
stumbling block. In the case of management, the 
resistence to change factor is high since introduction 
of these techniques would mean the necessity of 
becoming familiar with somewhat unfamiliar statistical 
theory and in the case of shop floor personnel, the 
belief that the system will "spy" on them and report 
their activities, results in a great unwillingness to 
co-operate in making the system work.
8.3 General ■
Possibly the irajor achievement of this project has 
been to irrefutaoly show to the management of the City 
Engineers Department of Johannesburg the need to 
perform a major re-evaluation of their fuel usage 
gathering and recording process and the definite 
advantages of the concept of utilising statistical 
quality control tecnniques as a tool to control that 
fuel usage.
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A.2 Central Limit Theory
Braverman (1981) describes a simple cesc i'or lasting urc 
assumption that observed data came from r normally 
distributed population. This is achieved by plotting sample 
data on normal probability graph pape- . On such paper a 
normal distribution will plot, as a straight line. If this 
test is inconclusive a chi square goodness of fit test may 
be performed. In most cases though, the assumption of 
normalcy is acceptable unless there ore factors to 
indicate otherwise.
furthermore, the theory o the. Central Limit Theorem is 
applicable. This Theorem states. >n the words of Grant 
(1980):
"Irrespective of the slope oi vn: distribution of a
universe, the distribution of average values, X's, of
subgroup of size n, (Ii. ---  Xk), drawn from that
universe will tend towards a normal distribution as the 
subgroups size, n, grows without bound".
He also shows that n need not be very large before the 
normal distribution may be applied. Subgroups of the size 
used in each vehicle type fit into this category, and the
assumption of normalcy w.r V  b e  made.
A.3 Subgroup Sizes
One of the most important factors in the. setting up of 
control charts is the size- of the sample (subgroup size). 
Here there are various factors to be considered.
The smallet the subgroup, ’he greater the likelihood that 
any assignable causes which might occur will show up as 
variations between subgroups rather than in differences
tweu'. ;nemfc •>-' subgr u (Dunca* 1974). Furthermore,
where the cost cf measurement is high, large subgroups may 
be prohibitive.
However, if subgroups are taken from a non-normal universe, 
they should not be made too small (See Appendix A.2). Also 
the accuracy with which the range, R, may be used in place 
of the standard deviation diminishes with increasing 
subgroup size.
In the present case, subgroup sizes are largely 
predetermined by the number of existing vehicles in each 
type, and thus the aoove discussion is largely academic. Of 
importance is the fact that in this case, subgroup sizes 
change from month to month, and since the control limits are 
based on subgroup size, these too must change accordingly.
A.4 Theory of Extreme Runs
Making the assumption that the probability that any 
measurement (x) will fall above the universe mean, is fi.e. 
assuming a symmetrical distribution we have
P(x) = \
and the probability of two successive measurements is 
P(x) .P(x )  = i
Likewise, the probability that 7 successive process 
measurements will fall either all above or all below this 
mean is:
P(x)7 + P(x)7 z + (1)7 = -L ’
It is thus possible to determine the probability of a run 
being a chance variation and thus to ascertain the 
significance of such a run -
Grant (1980, considers the following as significant:
Seven successive points on the same side of the mean 
Ten out of 11 successive points on the same side of 
the mean
Twelve out of iA successive points on the same side of 
the mean
Fourteen out of 17 successive points on the same side 
of the mean
Sixteen out of 20 successive prints on the same side 
of the mean
These may be used in conjunction with 3o limits to determine 
assignable causes.
A.5 Abridged Table of Factors for Determining 3c Control Limits 
From R for X and B Charts
An extract from the table of factors for determination of 3a 
control limits is reproduced from Grant on the following 
page in Table A.5.1.
Grant (1980) considers the following as significant:
Seven successive points on the same side of the mean 
Ten out of 11 successive points on the same side of 
the mean
Twelve out of 14 successive points on the same side of 
the mean
Fourteen out of 17 successive points on the same side 
of the mean
Sixteen out of 20 successive points on the same side 
of the mean
These may be used in conjunction with 3o limits to determine 
assignable causes.
A.5 Abridge^ Table of Factors for Determining 3o Control Limits 
From R for X and R Charts
An extract from the table of factors for determination of 3o 
control limits is reproduced from Grant on the following 
page in Table A.5« i •
TABLE A.5.1
Size of 
Subgroup
X Chart 
Factor
R Chart Factors
Lower Limit Upper Limit
n A2 D3 D4
2 1,88 0 3,27
3 1,02 0 2,57
4 0,73 0 2,28
5 0,58 0 2,11
6 0,48 0 2,00
7 0,42 0,08 1,92
8 037 0,14 1,66
9 0,34 0,18 1,82
10 0,31 0,22 1,78
11 0,29 0,26 1,74
12 0,27 0,28 1,72
13 0,25 0,31 1,69
14 0,24 0,33 1,67
15 0,22 0,35 1,65
16 0,21 0,36 1,64
17 0,20 0,38 1,62
18 0, 19 0,39 1,61
19 0,19 0,40 1,60
20 0,18 0,41 1,59
APPENDIX B
B.1 Example of Fuel Issue Coupon:
These coupons are issued to the depots for use in recording 
all issues of fuel. The books are printed in 5, 10, 20 and 
30 litre denominations. An example of a 20 litre petrol 
coupon is shown in fig. B.1.
B.2 Fuel Reconciliation Statement
This statement is used by each depot to match:
The pump readings at start and end of day to the 
issues for the day.
The dip readings at r art and end vf day to the 
issues and receipts.
The intertank transfers to the dip tank readings at 
start and end of day.
An example cf a reconciliation statement is shown in 
fig. B.2.
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APPENDIX C
C.1 Example o f possible error in fuel consumption fstir.iates:
The method of recording fuel usage determines that only the 
fuel actually dispensed into a vehicle during a given month 
is used to compute the consumption figures over a distance 
measured from the first odometer reading to the last one in 
that month with no fi11-up at month end. A worst case 
analysis is done below using typical figures to estimate 
possible inaccuracies.
C.1.1 Correct Analysis
TABLE C.1.1
Month Date Kilometers Actually Quantity In Tank
Travelled Used Dispensed After Fill-up
1 31/03 2000 50 100
2 05/04 2500 50 20 70
20/04 3000 50 30 50
30/04 3500 50 100 100
Total 1500 150 150
Now actual consumption = A^ = 1500 = 10,0 km/ll
B 150
Recorded consumption = A = 1500 = 10,0 km/i,
C. 1.2 Erroneous Ar.,\iy::: 3
TABLE C.1.2
Month Date Kilometers Actually Quantity In Tank
Travelled Used Dispensed After Fill-up
1 31/03 2000 0 50
2 05/04 2500 50 100 100
20/04 3000 50 40 90
30/04 3500 50 60 100
Total 1500 150 200
Actual consumption r A = 1500 = 10,0 km/SL
B 150
Recorded consumption - A = 1500 = 7,5 km/£.
C 200
Percentage Error = 10-7 ,r> x 100 = 25%
10
As can be seen, if there is no requirement to fill 
the vehicle at month end, there is no method of 
verifying during which month fuel dispensed into the 
vehicle i. used. In the long run of course, these 
fluctuations randomise out but any figures based on 
monthly < onsumption data or comparisons to previous 
years monthly data may be erroneous by up to 25% and 
decisions based on such information could be invalid.
APPENDIX D
A commercially available system called Vanguard II, utilises on 
board microcomputers to provide management information on fuel
usage, driver performance, vehicle performance, vehicle
utilisation, trip reports and vehicle service schedule. Examples
of some of these schedules are shown below:
D.1 Fuel Usage Report
See fig. D.1
D.2 Vehicle Pei formance Report
See fig. D.2
D.3 Driver Performance Report
See fig. D.3
D.A Trip Report
See fig. D.A
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APPENDIX E
E . 1 Index File Simulation using Two Relative Files:
Two Relative files have been created for each branch- 
depot combination. For example, the files for branch 
No. 2, Depot No. 1, might look as follows:
INDEX FILE A
< TYPE 1  x nPE 2  x  TYPE 3 --- > 4----- TYPE 99 ----=»
Position Default Fiiel Position Default Fbel Position Default Fbel jposition Default Fuel
No 2 List Type No d List Type No 1 List Type No List Type
SEQUENTIAL FILE B    ---_____
-----------TYPE 3 ------- — x ^ ------------- TOE 1  >
Ind 
= 1
Monthly36 x
Total;
No of 
Vehicles;
Vehicle | 
Range; |j
Ind 
= 1
•v y Nfcnthly No of Vehicle j Ind 
Total; Vehicles; Range; | = 6
The relative record number in file A bears a
direct relationship to the vehicle type i.e. 
vehicle type 3 is relative record 3.
The position number on file A determines the 
relative number of the record in which the 
data for that type may be found e.g. the data 
of type 3 (relative record 3 on file A) may be 
found in file B at relative record No. 1.
The d^ault list and fuel type are short 
fields and do not substantially increase the 
size of the file. Hence their inclusion in 
the tag file, A.
The indicator of file B indicates whether that 
record has been used or not e.g. if we wanted 
to load data for type 4, the program would 
look for the first blank record (not used),
wriLe the data onto file B and the current position
onto file A and change the indicator to 1. Record 3
on file B would no» be considered "used".
This feature makes it possible to access these files 
sequentially, i.e. in the order they were loaded, or 
directly i.e. only a spec:; c record or a series of records 
in the order of loading, thus overcoming the difficulty ot 
the lack of indexed access on this micro.
There is a penalty to be paid in the form of a drop in
processing time. However, since most of these jobs are 
running at operator speed this difference in time is 
inconsequential.
File Space Calculations:
E.2.1 File A - Index File:
No. o f bytes fo r: Position No. = 8
Default L is t = 6
Fuel Type = 4
Total/Type = 18
No. o f vehicle types in  a depot = 99
Therefore : Total/Depot = 1782
Now 7 blocks of 256 bytes = 1792
Therefore : Total per f i l e  = 1792
E .2.2  F ile  B -  Sequential Data F ile :
No. of bytes for: Indicator = 8
Total Fuel = 8
No. o f Vehicles = 8
Range = 8
Total = 32
and fo r 36 months Total/Type = 1152
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Now on average there are only 20 vehicle types used 
in a depot, therefore using 40 for expansions:
Total per depot = 46080
Now 180 blocks of 256 bytes = 46080
Total per file = 46080
E.2.3 File C - Sea-'ntial Parameter File:
No. of bytes for: Position No. = 8
Historical Mean = 8
Historical Range = 8
Total = 24
and maximum probable No. of vehicle
types per depot = 40
Total/Depot = 960
Now 4 blocks at 256 bytes = 1024
Total per file = 1024
The average No. of depots in a branch is 4.
Total per depot for all files = 48896
and assuming 5 depots/branch, then
Total per Branch = 244480 characters.
Each diskette is capable of holding 1 000 000 characters.
It would therefore seem expedient to load four branches onto 
each diskette, although in the event that the expansion is 
greater than envisaged, it is possible that only three or 
two will be feasible.
Required by the system:
Master diskette (programs and master files) - 1 diskette
Data diskettes (16 branches) - 4 diskettes
Total - 5 diskettes
APPENDIX F
F.1 Calculation of Moving Average
Assuming a set of occurrences in months 1 to 12 of 
ai,32, .... ai2 then the moving average is given by:
Now this average should be applied to the midpoint of the 
moving average period i.e. months 6 or 7. However, in 
practice the average only becomes available at the end of 
the twelfth month and it is both simpler in calculation as 
well as psychologically to apply the average to the twelfth 
month.
The moving average for the following month would be given 
by:
...........
1 =
12 12
12
This may also be obtained by:
1 2
I ai ♦ a n  - ai
i
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and generalising:
MAi = MTi-i - Ti-n + Ti
n
where n = moving average spread
MT = moving total
MA = moving average
T = occurrence total
Calculation of Moving Range
Assuming a set of occurrences in months 1 to 12 arranged in 
ascending order of magnitude as a !, a 2 .... a ,2 then the 
moving range is given by:
ai2-ai
As in the case of the moving average this should be applied 
to the midpoint of the moving range period. However, in 
practice it is applied to the twelfth month. The thirteenth 
month's moving range would be given by:
a i 3 - 3 2
where 32, 33 .... Sis sre the 12 occurrences in ascending
order of magnitude, and generalising
MR = T max - T min
where MR = moving range
T z occurrence total
Range for Branch and Depot Charts
An extension to the control chart technique utilising moving 
averages (Grant 1980) and moving ranges overcomes the 
difficulty of comparing ranges of dissimilar vehicle types.
The problem is illustrated below:
Assume we have two vehicle types, with widely varying fuel 
usages
1/!2
F.2 Calculation of Moving Range
Assuming a set of occurrences in months 1 to 12 arranged in
ascending order of magnitude a s a lf a 2 --- a ,2 then the
moving range is given by:
aiz-aj
As in the case of the moving average this should be applied 
to the midpoint of the moving range period. However, in 
practice it is applied to the twelfth month. The thirteenth 
month's moving range would be given by:
a  3 - 3 2
where aa, as .... ai3 are the 12 occurrences in ascending 
order of magnitude, and generalising
MR s T max - T m m
where MR = moving range
T = occurrence total
F.3 Range for Branch and Depot Charts
An extension to the control chart technique utilising moving 
averages (Grant 1980) and moving ranges overcomes the 
difficulty of comparing ranges of dissimilar vehicle types.
The problem is illustrated below:
Assume we have two vehicle types, with widely varying fuel 
usages
TABLE F.3. 1
TYPE USAGE RANGE
1 2 3
A 80 120 100 40
B 1000 900 1100 200
DE°0T TOTAL
TOTAL
300
3000
3300
Therefore Depot Average 
Depot Range
3300/6 
1100 - 80
Obviously the average is somewhat meaning]ess as an absolute 
figure. Compared to a similar figure from previous periods 
however, the variations in this average become meaningful.
The range figure is even less useful since it measures the 
range of two sets of figures which are totally unrelated.
Now the philosophy of the moving average is discussed in 
Appendix F. 1. If, together with the moving average, a 
moving range were to be plotted and then in place of the 
standard control charts for mean and range, control charts 
for moving average and moving range were plotted, the 
variations in the range would be those around the total fuel 
used per month in a branch or depot and not those variations 
around a number of vehicle types.
This is achieved as follows:
Assume an extension to Table F.3.1 as shown in Table F.3.2
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TABLE F.3.2
2 3 TOTAL
80 100 90 )
120 90 100 ) 870
'00 100 90 )
1000 1050 1100 )
900 950 900 ) 9150
M00 MOO 1050 )
3300 3390 3330 10020
Muv.i.ng Average - 10020/3 = 3340
Moving Range - 3390 - 3300 = 90
■hese figures are more meaningful and show the variations to 
jptr.e. advantage
'he great disadvantage with this method is that it 
r.Produces t further concept into the system - one of 
ontro1 char .3 of moving averages/ranges. Furthermore, the 
ndividual points on such charts are not independent of cne 
another and thus m  a 3 month moving average chart, 3 points 
outside the control limits are really equivalent to only 
o e fhis obviously reduces the sensitivity of the charts - 
something one wishes to avoid at this level. After lengthy 
discussions with the future users of th^ system, it was 
secided thav since, as far as the control charts were 
oncerneo, the most important factors are the charts for the 
ndividuaJ vehicles, Followed by the mean charts for the 
iranch/depot totals, this would be an unneccessary 
owpMcflt.iot- 4nd shou.'.e no‘ be included in the system.
A simplified,
chart has therefore been constructeo. Sines ;v a no- 
possible (because of space considerations- to keeo che 
figures for each vehicle for each month, the actual figure.1- 
from which the range was calculated are nor. available . Th- 
range fi is therefore constructed from a moving rang, 
calculation of 2 months ( See Grant Pg 297 • 1980’ Thi>
moving range is now utilised in the control charts for mean 
X, and range, R, in the normal manner. Mo reference is made 
on the range chart to the method used for the calculation of 
R thus removing the extraneous complication in the minds of 
workshop personnel. Furthermore the use of only 2 months li­
the moving range calculations .limits the ‘'eduction v 
sensitivity of the charts.
Nevertheless, operators shoulo be awaiv ..hai ^ec isiun 
should .ot be based entirely on depot or oranch contro. 
charts but that all the techniques available should he usee 
in conjunction.
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APK.NDIX G
G. 1 Change in usage is slop^ of the Cusum Chart
The slope of a straight line may be given by:
t = y 2 - v i
x 2 - x !
and assuming that we plot cumulative differences as months, 
we have for month n:
b = (mean - act n) - (mean - act n-i)
month n - month n-i
= act n-i - act n
month n - month n-i
= act n-i - act n
= differences in usage from month n-i to month n
Assume a set of occurrences as in Table G.1.
TABLE G.1
Month 1 2 3 4 5
Vehicle 1 80 90 100 90 100
2 ICO 90 90 110 90
3 120 110 100 110 110
Total 3CJ 290 290 310 300
Mean
(Historical) 300 300 300 300 300
Difference 0 -10 -10 + 10 0
Cumulative 0 -1C -20 -10 -10
Difference
Now if the differences are accumulated monthly and plotted 
on a vertical scale, the result is shown in figure G.l.
20
10
0
- 10
-20
FIG G.l
Note
The usage in month 2 was the same as that in month ?, as 
evidenced by the slope.
The usage in month 4 was different from the mean by the same
amount as in month 3 , but with the opposite sign, as can be
seen from the slopes of these two sections.
The usage in month 5 was the same as the mean, as shown by
the horizontal slope.
This technique, once understood, may be used to great advantage to 
show small variations in the mean.
APPENDIX H
H.1 System Breakdown
The following detailed discussion relates to the flow charts 
shown in figs. H.1 to H.13.
H.1.1 Input
All inputs to the system take the form of data 
entered through the keyboard. In the case of fuel 
usage data, this process is somewhat time con: ning 
but in view of the lack of alternative in the 
immediate short term, is unavoidable. In the longer 
term this might be replaced by a procedure, possibly 
on another machine, whereby the data would be copied 
from the existing fleetmaster tape onto diskettes, 
aud then utilised by this system.
H.1.’.I Data Load (Fig H.1)
Data for a specific vehicle type is loaded 
into the system vehicle by vehicle. The 
system validates the input and stores the 
total fuel used by that vehicle type; 
number of vehicles in the group; and range 
of fuel usage (difference between highest 
and lowest). A facility exists to display 
any data previously loaded and thereafter 
to make corrections if necessary.
New vehicle types or new depot-branch 
combinations may be created and the program 
verifies for prior existence. The program 
then returns to the main menu.
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H.1.1.2 Control Parameter Input (Fig H.2)
The system utilises a control date to 
monitor file status and print report 
headings, a moving average spread 
parameter to define the base period for 
any moving average graph produced, and a 
control chart limit parameter in order to 
define the width of the action limits in 
the control chart functions.
The moving average may vary between 2 and 
24 months, th^ control chart l i m i t  B e t w e e n  
one and three standard deviations, t h e  
control month between o n e  ar d t w e l v e ,  and 
the year between 1981 and 2000.
These may all be changed from the 
keyboard, any change being .alidated and 
echoed for verification before being 
written to the file. The program returns 
to the main menu.
H.1.1.3 Default Parameter Input (Fig H.3)
In order to allow the user flexibility of 
requests as well as to ^ater for standard 
non changing requests a system of defaults 
has been established. These may be 
changed at will and are used to:
a) Predetermine which of a series of 
vehicle types within a depot will be 
printed and which will be excluded 
when a default type run is requested.
fc V
.
b) Predetermine which of a series of 
vehicle types will be excluded when 
accumulating a depot total of fuel 
usage.
c) Predetermine which of a series of
vehicle types will be excluded when
accumulating a branch total of fuel 
usage.
d) Determine whether a particular
vehicle type uses petrol or diesel.
These parameters are echoed for 
verification before being written to the 
data file. This function also exists in 
the data load program for the creation of 
new files.
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H.1.1.4 Branch/Depot Load (Fij H.4)
The system uses a series of two digit 
depot and branch codes as key to the data 
being loaded.
Each branch and/or depot code loaded onto 
the system is associated with a
description. This description is printed 
on ail output graphs for easy
identification.
These descriptions are not validated due 
to their nature but are echoed for 
verification before being written to the 
description master.
H.1.1.5 Coefficient of Range (Fig H.5)
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Although the calculation of standard 
deviation is relatively simple utilising 
computers (see Appendix A.1) a much 
simpler method of determining the physical 
width of statistical control limits makes 
use of statistical coefficient tables. 
Such a table is loaded into the system 
(see Appendix A.5). The coefficients are 
dependent upon number of vehicles within a 
vehicle type, i.e. subgroup size and may 
be altered if necessary. It is not en­
visaged however, that any change should be 
made to this file and it is included 
for completeness. The program returns to 
the main menu.
H.1.1.6 Load Mean/Range (Fig H.6)
The historical mean and range of each 
vehicle type is determined by finding the 
average value of each statistic over a 
number of months. All months for which 
accurate data is available should be 
included. Same measure of caution must be 
used when doing this since occurrences 
which were inherently "out of control" 
could affect the average readings 
substantially. These should be excluded 
if they readily can be detected by visual 
inspection.
The means and ranges for depots and 
branches are loaded for comparative
purposes only and no effort should be made 
to interpret the absolute values of these
figures. This is because the samples 
making up each occurrence on the graphs 
(i.e. vehicle types), are non-uniform. 
These figures may be obtained from the 
depot and branch data utilising a similar 
method to that used in calculating
individual occurrences (see Appendix F.3).
These figures are loaded into the system
using this program and are echoed for
verification. The program then returns to 
the main menu.
Processing
A number of different techniques are utilised to 
provide useful information on fuel usages. Each is 
intended to highlight different variances, are 
complementary, and should be used together if any 
great degree of certainty is to be achieved in
making decisions based on the information.
Each of the following programs require the 
operator to make a selection on whether the 
information required is for a single vehicle tyoe, a 
series of vehicle types within a depot, total of a 
number of vehicle types within a depot, total of all 
d e f a u l t  types within a depot, or total of all 
default types within a branch. They also, in 
certain instances, require the operator to make a 
decision on whether he is interested in petrol or 
diesel types.
H.1.2.1 Simple Data Plots (Fig H.7)
This program accumulates per month the 
data for the chosen combinations and sets
up a working storage table containing the 
past three years data for later plotting. 
The program then hands control to the plot 
program, which after plotting the graph, 
returns to the main menu.
H.1.2.2 Moving Averages (Fig H.8)
The total fuel used is accumulated per 
month for the combinations selected for 
the past three years. Working from month 
one the totals of the first n months are 
added, where n is moving average spread as 
defined in the parameter table. This 
total is then divided by n giving an 
average for those months. Strictly
speaking this average should be applied to 
the middle month within the spread. 
However, it is much easier and has become
common practice to allocate it to the n TH
month. The (n + 1)TH average is
calculated by adding to the total of the 
first n months, the (n * 1) month's total 
and subtracting the total of month 1, 
after which this total is divided by n.
n may vary between 2 and 24 months. The 
size of n has an effect on the number of 
months data which can be plotted, since 
the first (n - 1) months are not plotted
due to the fact that no average can be
established for them.
Once the working storage area has been set
up, the program calls the moving average
plot program. After plotting the program 
returns to the ma-Ln menu.
This technique should be used to smooth 
wide variations in data to shou moving 
trends in tot?l consumption which would 
otherwise be hidden within data 
variations, in order to make comparisons 
with previous periods. It does not 
provide detailed information about the 
data of any one month, but is a simple 
technique, is easily understood in 
graphical form and can be used to great 
advantage for showing total fuel usages.
H.1.2.3 Control Charts (Fig H.9)
The average usage for each vehicle type is 
determined by dividing the total usage by 
the number of vehicles in that type for a 
particular branch-depot combination. The 
range is taken directly from the history 
file. The historical mean and the range 
are extracted from the mean/range master 
and stored.
H.1.2.3.1 Mean Charts
The data are accumulated per 
month for the chosen 
combinations and control limits 
are then calculated utilising 
the statistical table and the 
control limit spread loaded on 
the parameter file as described 
in Section 2.4.1. These action 
line points are stored together 
with the historical mean and 
accumulated data for later 
plotting.
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H.1.2.3.2 Range Plots
In the case of single vehicle type 
requests, the historical range is 
extracted from the mean/range 
master and after calculating of 
control limits, as described in 
Section 2.4.1, the range is stored 
together with the monthly data and 
action line points for later 
plotting.
In the case of totals per branch 
and/or totals per depot, a moving 
range is calculated using the 
latest two months (see Appendix 
F.3) and this moving range is then 
utilised to construct the mean and 
range charts in the normal sevr.cr.
Obviously the above method is not 
always sufficiently accurate. The 
range charts for totals should
therefore be viewed as a guideline 
only and extreme care should be 
taken when making decisions basea 
only on these range charts.
The program now hands over control 
to the control chart plot program. 
After plotting the program returns 
to the main menu. Since the 
historical mean and range must not 
change each month, they cannot be
calculated from the rolling
historical data, and must be
manually changed wherever necessary.
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Oue to space considerations it is 
'ov possible to hold the mean and 
'ange of every combination of 
vehicle types, and it is therefore 
only possible to print control 
charts for a vehicle type, a series 
of vehicle types, for the total of 
all default types within a depot, 
and fo' the total of all default 
types within a branch. Ad hoc 
combinations are not allowed.
Furthermore it should be noted that 
accumulated mean and range totals 
for both depots and branches are 
rot relevant in terms of absolute 
value, because of the fact that 
vehicle types makinj up the totals 
are totally unalike and will 
therefore have different means and 
ranges. The important charac­
teristic on these graphs is the 
difference between the historical 
values and the current months 
calculated values, since this will 
point out any otherwise unnoticed 
variations.
Considerable work has been done on 
the development of various 
statistical tests for control 
charts. Appendix A.4 shows how the 
theory of extreme runs may be 
applied to detect shifts in a 
.niverse parameter. In fact these 
sequences will occur by chance more
the 3 a c o n t ro l  limits
Economic factors determine uhal. 
control charts are best set up so 
that Type I errors are rare, i.e. 
an error due to the belief that the 
universe has changed, when in fact 
it has not. Con'rol of Type II 
errors i.e. a mistaken belief that 
the universe has not changed when 
in fact it has, may be reduced by 
increasing subgroup size. Other
factors should however be taken 
into consideration when making this 
determination (see 2.4.1 and 
Appendix A.4).
With regard to the testing of a 
given sample, many statistical 
tests of hypotheses that samples 
come from the same or different 
universes, are available. These
are more complex tests and are 
beyond the scope of elementary con­
trol chart principles.
This technique should be used when 
dealing with specific data points 
which may vary widely around the 
mean, where the intention is to 
investigate only those which do not 
fall within certain specified 
limits, as described above. It?
advantage lies in the fact tnat the 
variations attributable to chance
are largely eliminated and only
those attributable to other causes 
need be investigated. It is 
however, a more complex technique, 
produces more intricate graphs, and 
may be less intelligible to the 
uninitiated. For this reason some 
care should be taken when 
introducing the concept to 
operations personnel.
Cusum Charts (Fig H.10)
As with the other techniques, ‘"he data is 
accumulated per month for the combinations 
selected, into working storage. The figure 
for each month is then subtracted from the 
historical mean, extracted off the mean/range 
master, and the residual added to the previous 
months cumulative sum thus producing the 
monthly figure. Thes'- cumulative sums for 
each month are sf .1 together with the 
historical mean fo. later plotting. Control 
is handed to the plot program which, after 
plotting returns to the main menu.
In this technique the change in usage is given 
by the slope of the line, as can be seen from 
the example in Appendix G. It will be noticed 
that a horizontal line indicates a usage 
exactly equal to the mean, since the figure 
added to the previous months’ cumulative sum 
is zero and consequently no vertical change 
occurs. It is thus easy to see when the usage 
is close to the mean. These charts are 
extremely useful when attempting to determine 
very small changes in the process mean, 
something which cannot be determined from the
control chart, since it is easy to detect the 
change in slope in the "runaway" graph. 
However the charts do not show absolute values 
and although a key of slopes is provided such 
figures are not easily determined from the 
curve by a layman. Nevertheless in 
conjunction with the control chart this 
technique provides an excellent measure of 
statistical control.
A number of statistical tests are available 
for use with the cusum technique. These are 
summarised in Section 2.4.2. However as they 
stand, these tests are somewhat complex to 
implement, depending as they do on the 
extraction of data from the average run length 
(ARL) curves relevant to the data and test 
chosen. Wetherill (1977) describes an 
approximation to these tests, which although 
strictly speaking requires the use of 
information from ARL curves, may be arrived at 
using approximations and is much more 
practical.
This approach, the John'on approximate 
approach, utilises the V-mask technique. The 
least change in the mean which it is desired 
to detect with reasonable certainty must be 
determined. Now the number of standard 
deviations to be used is given by 5a and the 
greatest tolerable probability of false 
indication by 2ao . He now derives the 
following attributes of the V-Mask. 
a = tan-1 5A 
d =-21oge(ao)/62
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The mask may now be easily drawn and any 
points falling outside of this mask would 
indicate a change in mean.
However, even this simplification, in the 
everyday use of these charts, is not easily 
understandable by the uninitiated, and it has 
become common practice to simply plot an 
average slope line on the chart, critically 
evaluating it. to determine whether any change 
is sufficient to warrant investigation.
As with control charts, cusum charts may only 
be printed for a vehicle type, a series of 
vehicle types, for the total of all default 
types within a depot, and for the total of all 
default types within a branch. Also, as with 
control charts, the absolute values of the 
means of total usage per depot and ncv branch 
are not important. The differences between 
the means and the monthly data i.e. the slope 
of the curve is the important parameter.
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H.1.2.5 File Roll (Fig H.11)
Because of the limited space availabe on the 
diskettes utilised in this system, the 
decision was taken to hold no more than 36 
running months of data. Some function is 
required therefore to enable the roll-off of 
the 36th month, each month. This program 
reads the data for the requested combination, 
drops off the 36th month back, and overwrites 
each month's data with the data of the 
following month, effectively rolling each 
month back by one month. The new month's data 
may now be loaded into the current month.
The facility is provided to roll each depot 
individually or to roll '.he entire branch 
together, in the event that it is desired to 
load data for two different months on two
different depots. This procedure is however 
not recommended since it places on the user 
the responsibility of ensuring that all depots 
have been rolled before printing any graphs.
This arises because the date printed on the
graphs is the control date which may only be 
changed after all files have been rolled.
Output
Output from the system consist mainly of graphical 
representation of data. The following types are 
produced:
H.1.3.1 Simple Data Graphs (Fig H.7)
These graphs are produced individually, in 
sequence, or in totals as determined in 
H.1.2.1. Descriptions for branch and depot 
codes are read from the branch/depot master 
and the date is taken from the control file.
The limits and scales on the axes are 
determined from the data itself thus 
obviating the necessity of operator input, 
while a table is printed of all vehicle 
types accumulated into the graph shown.
H. 1.3.2 Moving Average Charts (Fig H.8)
These graphs are produced individually, in 
sequence, or in total as determined in 
H.1.2.2. Descriptions, date, vehicle types
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and scales are as in H.1.3.1. Furthermore 
the moving average spread is shown in the 
heading. In view of the fact however, that 
the first n - 1 months (i.e. the spread) 
have no average associated with them, the 
graphs will show a period somewhat less than 
three years, depending on the spread.
H.1.3.3 Control Chart Plots (Fig H.9)
Since it was necessary to fit two plots onto 
one page, one below the other, the displayd 
period of data has been shortened to two
years. This, it is believed, is still 
sufficient to show an accurate picture of 
the existing situation.
Descriptions, vehicle types, date and the 
number of standard deviations used to draw 
the control limits are shown. Scales are
automatically chosen by the system to fit
within the scaled boundaries and to
calculate axis limits.
Charts may be plotted individually, for a 
series, or for a total as determined in 
H.1.2.3.
H.1.3.4 Cusum Plots (Fig H.10)
These charts may be plotted individually, in 
sequence or in totals, as with the others. 
Descriptions, scales, date and vehicle types 
are shown.
Theoretically the most practical scale is 
where one unit on the x- axis equals two
standard deviations on the y- axis. However 
the dimensions of the available plotter 
makes this difficult in some instances and 
it has been decided to allow the scale to 
vary with the nature of data, identification 
of the slope being provided by a key showing 
the registration of all major angles on the 
chart.
H.1.3.5 Print of Data (Fig H.12)
In order to provide a hard copy of the data 
loaded in the system at any time for any 
given vehicle type, depot total or branch 
total, a listing may be produced detailing 
for each month, consumption figures of 
petrol and diesel together with year-to-date 
figures of each for comparative purposes.
These, although not intended to be used for 
statistical analysis, should provide useful 
supporting information if required.
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H.1.3.6 ’rint of Depots/Branches (Fig H.13)
A table of all existing depot and branch 
codes together with their descriptions may 
oe printed. Since these codes are used 
extensively throughout the system some easy 
reference is necessary should it be 
required.
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1 REM 11 * * -i. n  * lit* : i T RULfi 4| 1 IlHlilMEMU 4 ",4 4: I, 1 4 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4,
2 REM ** THIS PROGRAM PROVIDE.. ALL THE FUNCTION. AVAILABLE 4 4
3 REM * *  IN I HE SYSTEM. ALL PROGRAMS RE T l IT "I TO T‘ r: MENU. *
4 REM ****»$ I* ***»#$+$,**#, + 4, ♦ , i ♦ • f . « t 4 ♦ f * t -
10 CLEAR
11 DISP
20 DISP ,"**» M A S T E R M E N U  ***"
30 DISP
40 DISP
50 DISP
60 DISP I. LOAD DATA. 8. CHhNGE DEPOTS."
70 DISP 2 . SIMPLE DATA PLOTS. 9. CONTROL PARAMETERS."
80 DISP 3. MOVING AVERAGES. 10. STATISTICS TABLE . u
90 DISP " 4. CONTROL CHARTS. 1 1 . FILE ROLL."
100 5. PRINT DATA. 12. DEFAULT MAINTENANCE."
110 DISP 6. LOAD MEAN,RANGE. 1 3. PRNT RRNCH/DEP CODE LIST
115 DISP 7. CHANGE BRANCHES. 14. CUSUM CHARTS."
120 DISP " 15. END. "
121 DISP "MAKE YOUR SELECTION"
130 INPUT ANSWER
140 ON ANSWER GOTO FARA1 ,PARA2 .PARAT ,PARA4 .PARAS ,PARA6 ,PARA7 .PARAS ,PARAR 
,PARA10 .PARA11 .PARA12 .PARA13 .PARA14 ,PARA IS 
150 PARAI: CHAIN "DATALOAD"
160 PARA2: CHAIN “SIMPDAT"
170 PARA3l CHAIN "MOVINGAVE"
180 PARA4: CHAIN "CQNTCHAR V"
190 PARASi CHAIN “DATAPRNT"
200 FARA6: CHAIN "PARAPINNT"
210 PARA7: CHAIN •'HPaNMA I NT "
220 PARABi CHAIN "DEPO IMA I NT •'
230 PARA9: CHAIN "CQPTMAINT'
240 PARAlOl CHAIN "STATTAbMNT"
242 PARA112 CHAIN "DATAROLL"
244 PARA12: CHAIN "DEFMAINT"
243 PARA13i CHAIN "LISDEPRFN"
250 PARA14: CHAIN "CUSUM'
255 PARA151 CHAIN "CLOSEOFF"
260 STOP
270 REM » M  ***•«**« PROGRAM MA INMENU TERMINATE
10 REM PROGRAM DATOL0AD *+* i #»****«»****♦ I
20 REM »» THJ PROGRAM ACCEPTS VEHICLE FUEL TOTALS M
30 REM ** AND CALCULhTES TOTAL FUEL USED.NO OF **
40 REM *1 VEHICLES AND RANGE OF TOTALS PER T rPE ««
50 REM WITHIN A SPECIFIC BRANCH AND DEPOT. AND **
60 REM ** THEN WRITES iHEM TO DISC. **
0  REM It IT ALSO ALLOWS INSPECTION OF ANY TOTALS II
tiO REM II LOADED IN PREVIOUS MONTHS. II
90 REM ltilt*1**#***$***t***i*|*i**iiiiiii*** ****** ******
100 OPTION BASE 1
110 DIM TOTAL(36.3).FLEETINF <20,3>
120 BENCH: FOR K=»l TO 36 
130 FOR i_-l TO 3
140 TO IAL(P.L)»0
150 NEXT L
160 NEXT K
161 CLEAR
162 DISP
163 DISP III DATA LOAD FUNCTION HI "
164 DISP
165 DISP
170 DISP "WHICH BRANCH"
ISO INPUT BRANCH
190 DISP "WHICH DEPOT"
3U0 INPUT DEPOT
210 FLTVPi DISP "WHICH TYPE "
220 DISP "(TYPE CODE OR 0 TO END)"
-
235 IF TYRE'0 OR TYPE 100 THEN DISP "TYPE INVALID" * OOTO
240 IF TYPEO THEN SOTO FINI tL3E NEWP'L
250 NEWFLi DISP ,"YOU ARE INTERESTED *M "
260 DISP ,"BRANCH "|BRANCH:" DEPOT "|DEPOT;' TYPE "|TYPE
270 DISP ,'IS THIS CORRECT(Y/N)"
290 INPUT VALIDl*
290 IF VALIDl*" N" THEN GOTO BRNCH
291 IF VALIDl* . "N" AND VALIDl* <> "V" THEN GOTO NEWFL
292 BRANCH*»VAL* (BRANCH)
293 DEPOT *“VAL* (DEPOT)
30U FLNEW: DISP "IS THIS A NEW FILE(Y- N>"
310 INPUT FLANS*
319 IF FLANS* "." AND FLANS* ’N" THEN GOTO FLNEW
320 IF CLANS*-".'" THEN GOTO NEWCR ELSE (SOTO READFL
325 NEWCR i ON ERROR GOTO EPR1
326 DISP ," NEW FILE CREATION - APPROX 5 MINUTES"
330 CREATE BRANCH*S>DEPOT«l!<" IN X t D TOO" . 100, 20
340 CREATE BRANCH*5<DEP0T*’ "DAT: D700" , 50, 072
350 ASSIGN* 1 TO BRwNCH*S<DEPOT*!<" IN < : 0700“
360 ASSIGN# 2 TO BPANCH*f'DEPOT#^ DAT: D700"
370 OFF ERROR
380 ZERISE: FOR p-1 TO 100
390 POSITION-O
395 IF P-100 THEN POSITION-1
400 EXCINC *-"YYY"
401 FUEL*-"N"
410 PRINT# l.P t POSITION.EXCINC*,FUEL*
420 NEXT P
421 FOR P-l TO 50
422 IND-0
423 PRINT# 2.P i IND.TOTAL(.)
424 NEXT P
430 0O9UB SETEXCINC
431 POSIT ION-1
432 PRINT » 1,TYPE ; POSITION.2 CINL*.FUEL*
435 I NO-I
INI', 1 OFML ■,
REAOFL
in- ANCH*: OE UT 
B R A N C H *.,'i O n . . Da ft D .
RRVDAT
PR IN I ^ ... i'Obi nui'
GOTO LDi.'.A a
i ON ERi-op eoi c
ASS1iNW 1 TO
ASS a-Hit 2 I I
o f :- error
REho# i,t .re ; p u sin ,f. uIno.puel*
U  FOSttU INO THEN GOTO Nt-WE CH 
READ# POSITION : iru . 01 - H .•
: 0V5F "DO VOL WISH TO SEE I REV DATA N) 
INPU1 RE3P1S 
IF RE3RIk-"N" THEN SOTU CHI ROL
Da TAMS
•NO OR VEH","RANGE'
. T O T A L ' 1 . 2 )
NEWFtii
TOTAL(I. ) 
EL -E NXTI
IF RE-F'l * "N AND RL.-R 1*
DISF "HOW MAN> MONTH-, RACI "
DISI " (LATEST MONTH *= I.t-RLV MON I H 
INPUT MONTH
IF MONTH*,, THEN GOTO DI SPALL ELSE D.HHH 
DISPALL: CLEAR
DISP "MONTH","FUEL 
FOR I 1 TO 36 
Dl3f 7 ' 1.TOTAL 1,1 
IF I al2 Oft 1 A  THE i to TO NEwf 
DISP "MORE DATA(Y/N)"
INPUT MORRESP*
IF MOF.FCSP* I" THE-! l: TO ML ,.,T
CLEAR
DISF "MONTH", "FUEL "NO '.'EH".
NEXT I 
D13P "Of <Y/N) "
INPUT Of RESP*
IF OFFFSF**", ' THEN GOT0 i)I XL 
CLEAR
GOTO MURDAT
I«27-MONTH 
"TOTAL FUEL USED 
"NO OF VEHICLES
"Ro u ge
THEN GOTO PR,DAT
ETC f
NXTI i
'RANGF.
DISMTHi LET 
DISP 
DISP 
DISF 
DISF'
MOF.DAT:
TOTAL(I, 
T OTAL {I, 
TOTALi I.
1)
3 )
"DO YOU 
RESPIAS 
ftESFlM$*"V" 
RESF1m*
WISH TO EE MORE DATAlY/NJ
7 r-'.' CHf POL:
THEN GOTO Da AMS 
"> " AMD i El 1a *
D': 1 FL, Tz
DI^P "HAVE YOU ROLLED THE FILE<V>N) 
INPUT RESP2S
IF REST '*«">" THEN GOTO tDDATA 
IF REST ,.t "V" AND Rl ST $
DISF " I * PLLA: i NOTE TFfHT ANY
PIS' "#* LATEST MONTH ON TfU i ILL
DISP A t EXISTING DATA '«'
DISI "DU <0U WISH TO CONTINUE Y N)" 
INPUT REST2A$
IF f-LSF 2A i’ • " v " THEN GOTO
THIS FILE" A W, IT  ... .
DISP "WHICH MONTHS DATA 
DISP "(LA 1 ESI MONTH 1 
INPUT RLSI TA 
MONTH-:; RESP3A
LET .1- I
DISF" "ENTER VEH L LE FLEET Ml'
INPUT FLEETINF ij,1)
01 Sf "ENTER FUfcl USED'
"N" THEN GOTO MORDk T
"N" THEN GOTO CHF ROL 
DA I A F UN' HI L> TO THE * * " 
WILL UVt WRITE Y*' 
**"
EDI iTn ELSE" DISP "f LEASE PERFORM THE ROLL F
GU TO FI HI 
DO YOU WISH TO 
TREV MONTH *
LOAD' 
, ETCI"
, n 
MORE
INPUT FLEET INI J 
MURVFMi DI.T "AM I HR'RE 
INFO? Pi-Si ' F
IF KESF *6 " Y" AND I •ESP S>
VEHICLES IN THE FLEET <Y/N)
RE ,1- ' l. "V" THEN tl'ITO IMLLNT
"N" THEN GOTO MORVEH 
ELSE GOTO Cl.CTOT
4 ’4 I hllir 4 . F1 •. I ; Ii>' I , ,
44V GOTO L£'1m T(.
45') S'E, DF: ON Ehl-Ur SO i ERi-2
4»0 h .35ION# 1 TO t'iRONtM* i ' "IN
4 '' ' ASSIGN# J I, Bf'<, ,ii I ijri J>,, I
475 OFF Ef' f-iOR
480 READ# I.'TVF-: ; T'OSI ftOf .ExCINC*. IJF t
490 IK RO.-lTi-.’N ' THE 11 SO TO NEWb.-CH
500 READ# 2.F CSITION : IN: . , OT, ,l ( , i
51" RRVOAf! Dt iR "DO YOU WISH TO LEE ERE DATA N) "
5. v INRU1 HE3P11
530 IF Kb -IF ’N" THEN GUT CH .-OL
531 IF RESP1F "N" AND RESRI* "Y" THE i GOTO PR,DAT
540 DAT AMS i DJ if-' 'HOW MAN; MONTH I . I
550 DIE! "(LATEST MONTH = l.PKEV MONTH  ^ 2,ALL « O.ETC)"
56'i INPUT MONTH
570 IF MONTH*" THEN 00TO DISHALL ELSE DISMTH
581 01 SHALL: CLEAT
590 DISF “MONTH", "FUE "NO Uf VEH" , “LANG-
600 FOF I t TO "<6
610 DI8F :• I.TOTAL (1.1 ,! " iL I. ). TOTAt I.'
611 IF I'12 OR I 24 THEN 30T0 N! IF ( EL.:,: NXTI
61- NEWFb: DISP "MORE D«TA<Y r
61 INPUT MCRRESP t
614 IF MORF ESP " N" THI I ,-0T0 Ml - !
615 CLEAR
616 DISP "MONTH"."FUEL ' . NO r H"."RANGE
620 NXTI: NEXT I
621 DISP "01 vY/N>"
622 INPUT OLRESPS
623 IF OKFESF t#" #'• THEN SOTO DISPALL
624 CLEAR
64" SOTO MURDAT
650 DISMTHI LET I»; -MONTH
660 DISP "TOTAL FUf L USED *":TOTAL(1,1)
670 DISP "NO OF VEHICLE I **• jTOTAL (1. 2)
680 DISF "RANGE ---" j T( A H  I, : ■
64" DISt
700 MOP DAT: D I P  "DO YOU WI H T ' i s- MORT DA '-■•() N) "
71" I Nt-'U T RESPIAS
"20 IF RESF1h* : "Y"  THEN GOTO DA TANS
IF RESF I A* "Y " AMD -ESr-lA* "N" THEN GOTO MORDAT
770 CHI POL: DIaP HAVE -OU ROLL 0 TH- FILl v/N) '
740 INPUT RES, 21
75" IF RESP2*»‘1y " THEN tivTt LDDAT,.
IF Rb «. ' f" AND ", , 6 "N" THEN GOTO CHkPOL
76" DI UP "$* RLE', >E NO IE THAT ANY DATA PUNl HEO TO THE **"
D1 A ”*» Lm TEST MONTH 0*4 1 HI FILE WILL OVERWRITE tt"
DISP "** EXISTING DAT" ' ' ’ * *-
780 01SF "DO <00 WISH TO LONlINLb <Y'N>"
790 INPUT ! LSf 3A$
800 IF PL »r.Ai. «HV“ THE 11 GOTO LDDAT A ELSE DISP 'F !„E,-,3E PERFORM
UNCTION ON THIS FILE" WAIT 20' * GOTO F INI
310 LDDATA: DISI "WHICH MONTHS DATA DO YOU WISH TO LOAD";
320 DISP " (LATE t MONTH >- 1.1 i-F.V MONTH ■ 2, ETC' '
830 INPUT RE3P3A
840 MONTH -REST ?A
850 LET J*1
860 DSP PL T : D SP "ENTER VEHICLE FI. M.TNO"
370 Iiv-UT FLL FT INF . J, 1 )
88" Oi.'P "ENTER I ULL USED"
39U .NFUi FLEET 1 NT .1,2)
90" MORVEH* DISP "ARt THERE MORE .‘EHIt l.ES IN THE FLEET (Y/N- "
910 INPUT pi t
919 IF RESF ’ $ ", 'i ID (■ I- i •» N" THEN GOTO MORVE'H
920 IF REST- t='“Y" THEN O')TO INC.CNI ELSE GOTO CLCtOT

' 180 rFi.-V.
, 4 9 0  W A I T  5 0 0 0  0  S O T O
1300 OTS;*- ' !•- . „E '/OS.- ■ i-» . •; C‘ ' C v 0 A
w »r ■ 3 0 0 0  o  s o r e  s r n d .
,

* *4 « t *** M *  t V * S<M M  ** I GI-AM C.GNTM; iMT *».*** » i *
*4* IHIG F-RUGFmI-I IS USED ro HAKE D  AMbi i TO THE DIFFERENT
CONTROL K tRAMETERS USED IN THE i. TEH.
THE CONTROL LIMIT FhRmMFTEF- CHANGES THE WIDTH OR THE 
LIMITS ON THE CONTROL CHART(NORMALLY SET TO Z)
THE DATE PARAMETER IS TO BE USED rOK PRINTING AND 
PLOTTING PURPOSES.
THE MOVING AVERAGE PERIOD DETERMINES THE NO OF MONTHS
OVER WHICH THE AVERAGE IS TAt EH.
11. i
♦ M  
t » t
* ♦» 
* * * 
tt* 
♦ 4 4
4***4*$*********444*********4**1***$4***4**,$**********#$*,*
TO "CONTMASi D7<.<0M
1 0  REM 
20 REN 
30 REM 
4 0  REM 
30 REM 
60 REM 
70 REM 
60 REM 
90 REM 
1 0 0  REM 
1 1 0  CLEAR 
130 ASSIGN# 9
138 DISP
1 3 9  I N I T C s  DI5F-
14v DISF ,"*** CONTROL FILE MAlNTENTti' E *** 
150 DISP 
160 DISP 
170 DISP . "I.
190 DISP .M2.
1*0 DISF ,"3.
200 DISP
205 READ# 9.1 ; CONTLIM,MONTH.YEAR,:-PEA: 
210 DISF MPLEASE MAKE YOUR SELECT IUN"
2 2 0  I N P U T t ; I N I U T  R E J P 1
CHANGE CONTROL LIMITS.“
CHANGE CONTROL DATE."
CHANGE MOVING AVERAGE PERIOD."
230 
240
250 FINI:
260 
2*5 
270
280 CMTLIMi
281 
290
300
301
302 NEWLIMi
303 
30*
305
306
307
308 
310 
320
330 Dh TCHGj
331 
340
350
351
352
353 NEWDATi
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361 
370
380 MOVAVE:
381 
390
IP RL.'P l 1 OR RESPl 3 THEN GOTO INPUT!
ON RES I G03UB CNTLIM .DhTCHG ,MOVAVE 
ASS IBM I* 9 TO $
DISP . 'PROCESSING COMPLETED''
CHAIN "Mm INMENU"
STOP
DISP "THE CURRENT CONTROL LIMIT: ARE SET TO,"
DISF .CONTLIM,"SIGMA"
DISF "PLEASE TYPE IN THE NEW CONTROL LIMIT"
INPUT WCONTl.IM
IF WCOMTL IM 1 OR WLONTl IM 4 THEN GOTO ERR'l 
DISP "THE NE -i LIMIT IS : "
DISP WCONTLIM,"SIGMA"
DISF "IS THIS CORRECT(V/N)H 
INPUT PESP9*
IF RE3F 9# "Y" AND RESF9* "N" THEN GOTO NEWLlh
IF RESF9*- N" THEN GOTO CNTLIM 
CON IL IIT=WCONTL IM
PR I NT # 9,1 | CUMTLI M.MOI ITH. YEAR, 3PPE.-.D 
RETURN
DISP "THE CURRENT CONTROL DATE IS:"
DISP .MONTH:YEAR
DISP "PLEASE TYPE IN THE NEW DATE IN FORMAT MONTH,YEAR" 
INI UT WMQNTH.WYEAR
IF WYEAR 1 '8':' OR WYEAR . 00 THEN GOTO ERR2 
IP WMONTH- 1 OR WMONTH 12 THEN GOTO ERR?
DISP "THE NEW CONTROL DATE 1-5: "
DISK .WM0N1H;W»EAP 
DISP "IS THIS CORRECI(YZN)"
INPUT RESPQf
"Y" AND REBPS*
THEN GOTO DATCHO
"N" THE I GOTO NEWDA .IF RESP3*
IF PESPGK-V'N'
MONTH*WMONTH 
YEAR=WVEAR 
PRINT# 9.1 
RETURN
DISP " 1 HI." CURRENT MOVING AVERAGE SPREAD IS: 
Dial .SPREAD:"MONTHv"
OTRi "PLEASE TYPE TN TH? NEC F'-RS,1'''
CONT cIM.MONTH,YEAP.SFFLh D
4uO IlM-'Ui WSPREAD
410 IF W'. i-KE.-.L 2 OR WJI bV,L. 4  THE! I 0010 L.RR4
411 NENSPFi 0151 "THl NL«4 MOV I NO /E hUE i EF IOu IS: "
414 OJSF ,WSFFEnDi"MUNTHS
413 O l a F  " 1 5  THIS CORRECT < V  N) ^
414 INPUT FESF-*
415 IF RE3P7* "Y" hND R E 5 P *  "N" THEN GOTO NEWSFr
41o IF RESF *a"M" THEN GOTO MOVAVE
417 SFREAD-WSPREAD
42,. PRINT » 9,1 : CONTLIM,MONTH. YEAR,ShREwD
43v RETURN
44V ERR I: DI5F " THE CONTROL LIMIT MUST RE HE TWEEN 1 AND 3 SIS 11 A"
45u GOTO CMTLIM
4*0 EFR-'t OISF "THE YEAR ML T RE GREATER THAN 1900 AND LESS THAN 2000"
470 GOTO DATCH6
4SO ERR3: D1SP "THE MONTH MUST BE BETWEEN 1 AND 12"
490 GOTO Di.TCHG
500 EF!4: 0I3F "THE MOVING AVERAGE PERIOD MUST BE BETWEEN 2 AND 24 MONTHS" 
54 FEM * * « ♦ * » * » * * « »  FROL*-AH CON THAI NT TLFMINAT. » « * * * * » * ♦ * * *  I  |  ***»» *
10 RE! 1 »*♦•*»* »I F -Uio 1,1 I H A  I NT F **** * * ♦ » »t
20 REM * 1 THI 5 'ROGRAII 1. ML::. TC ..MANGE THE I.LAUL: ♦ *
30 REN t * ' AL.fLi FI.. IMCLUDII.L T , r •• . WHEMI Ft
40 REM *  X 1. ■ SOLE-2IMG DEPOT TOTALS **
50 REM t * 2.PR0CE53 I NO BRANCH TOT .i B *t
60 REM t * 3.PROCESSING A NUMBLY OF INDIVIDUAl. T RES t*
REM * t WHICH WERE INIT 1ALL < SET WHEB THE r fPE WAS **
30 REM »* LOADED. *»
90 REM
100 OF Ti ON BASE 1
IK Din EXCINCatSi 
lei CLEAR 
162 DISF'
leJ DISP .'•»** DEFAULT MAINTENANCE FUNCTION ♦**"
1 o4 DIBf
165 DXSF
1~0 BRNCHi DISP "WHICH BRANCH
130 IIIFUr EH-ANCH
.90 DISP "WHICH DEPOT"
200 INPUT DEPOT
210 FLTYPs DI3F "WHICH T,PE "
220 DISP " TYPE CODE OP O TO END) "
230 INPUT TYPE
235 IF TYPE 1 OF TfPE 100 THEM DISP "TYPE INVALID" * GOTO FLT
240 IF T YPE*' - THEM GO TO FINI ELSE NEWFL
25v NEWFL: DISP ." DU APE INTEREST^ IN
260 !■ 3 BPmNCH BRANCH:" DEPOT "IDEF0:;" TYPE “5 TYPE
270 DISF , 'IS THIS CDF rtECT<» N) "
23' INPUT VALID! *
29" IF VF,lIL1>-"N" THEN GO TO : MICH
291 IF VmI ID1 * N" and VA II k THEN 6t TO MEWr L
2^2 BRh NCHS AL t tBR,-NCH)
_93 I ' f t. ,'hL* ■:DEFor >
2-° READFl : ON Er.Fi.il g o Tv tPRl
3 0 0  fi . - ION#  1 TO B R A N C H !  I  i t *  " I N X i D  "
301 OPf ERrQP
320 REh D# 1,TYPE : POSITION.EXCINC*,FUEL*
33,. IF r . IT ION*" THEN 01' :HI : TYPE vOE -■ NOT E • 1ST " " GOTO
34" DSP • ST: DI- I HE EXIST INC DEF , .UL . ARE:"
350 DISP
370 DISP "INl.uUDE TYPE IN DEPOT TOT a - , EX.CINC *C2. 23
330 DISP "INCLUDE TYPE IN BRANCH lOlwLe .ExCINC*13.53
390 DISP " FUEL CLASS *".FUEL*
4"" D 1 If "DU YOU WANT TO CH"NUfc THESE DEFAUL TS iV N) "
410 INPUT RESP4 t
420 IP Rt >1-4$ "Y“ AND AH P )* "N" THEN GOTO DSPXST
430 IF REST 4***’N THEN GOTO ADOCHG
134" 3ETFXC1NC: CLEAR
1341 DISP
1342 DISF 
135" INI: DIM 
1 :6"
1 37u 
1371
1300 IN2; DISF 
1 390 
1 40'.'
1401
1410 IM3 1 DIM
14 . ■
,"MU 1 I HIS TYRE Bl INCLUDED WHEN PROCESSING"
DISF , "A NO 01 INDIVIDUAl TM-irS < : IN"
INPUT EX INI*
IF tXINl* " /" AND L INI* "N" THEN GOTO iNl
, "HUS'" 1 HiH TYPE Bl INCLUDED WHEN PROCESSING*1 
DISP , ’DEPOT TOTALS< » yN)"
INPUT EX IN. k
IF E U I2* "y " AND EX I ML* "N" THEN GOTO IN2
,"MUST THIS I.II BE INCLUDED WHEN PROCESSING"
DISP ."FRAN-H (UTAL4-Y.U)"
1431 IP E<IfC» ' " AfIC EX IN * "M“ THEN GOTO IM3
1440 E AC INC fc f-UNi».*fc If ■ > ,,i r
■
1460 INHJT FUEL*
1461 IP FUEL I "P" AMD r UEL* "D' I'HEIJ LOTO SET; ILL
1470 0 ISP I Nr : DISP " /OU HAVE SET THE FOLLuWING DEi h ,JL r. ; "
1480 DISP
1490 DISP "INCLUDE TYPE IN SERIES OF TYPES-",EX1N1*
1300 DISP "INCLUDE TYOE IN DEPOT TOTALS -".EXINL*
1510 DISP "INCLUDE TYPE IN BRANCH TOTALS -".EXIN *
1520 DISP " FUEL CL-S3-", FUEL*
1330 DISP
1340 DISP "IS THIS CORRECT"
1350 INPUI RESP5*
15aO IF RE3F3* "Y" AND RE5F5S "N" THEN GOTO DISPINF
1370 IF RESP5*-"N" THEN GOTO SETEXCINC
1530 WFlTFLi PRINT* 1,T>PE i POSITION,EXCINC*,FUEL*
1390 ADDCHG: D . =F "DO YOU WISH TO MAKE' FURTHER CHANGES (T N> "
1541 INPUT RCSP6S
1592 IF RE3P6* "Y" AND RES, t>* "N" THEN GOTO ADDCHG
1593 IF RESP6 *-"Y" THEM GOTO BRNCH ELSE FINI 
ItooO FINI: ASSIGN* 1 TO »
1605 DISP ,"PROCESSING COMPLETE'
1610 CHAIN "MAINMENU"
1620 STOP
1630 ERR 1: DISP "THIS DEFOT-BFANCH COMBINATION DOES NOT EXIST"
1640 OFF ERROR <? GOTO BRNCH
1730 REM $«******«*# PROGRAM DEFMA1NT TERMINATE ********************
10 REM ■rnn #****#**** ***** I-M 'C'F-hM D1 ANMmINT *♦**♦*>** .• »«*#***
2’. PEM ** TH1 : PROGRAM IS USED TO LOAD .CHANGE »ND DELETE **
30 REM ** DESCRIPTIONS OF BRANCHES IN ORDEF THAT THE MA * *
4' . REM I* BE PRINTED FOP THE CORRECT CODES. AN’r NAMES ARE * *
50 F:EM ** ALLOWED , BOTH ALPHA AfiD NUMERIC. HOWEVER THE **
60 REM ** DESCRIPTION MA c NOT BE LONGER THAN 50 CHARACTERS ♦ *
70 REM
80 OPTION BASE 1
90 CLEAR
9 1 DISF
72 DISF . "*** BRANCH MAINTENANCE FUNCTION **♦"
93 DISK
110 ASSIGN# r TO "ERANMASiDTOv "
120 CODFfcOi DISF "WHAT IS THE CODE OF THE BRANCH fOU WISH TO LOAI"
ISO INPUT BRAN
I Z Z  IF BRAN 1 OR BRAN 50 THEN DISF ,"0N1_. BRANCHES 1 TO 50 ARE ALLOWED”
® GOTO CODREO
14v READ# 7,BRAN , BRMDESC#.MEAN,Rm NGE
15.: DISC '-THE EXISTING DESCRIPTION FOR THIS CODE IS"
160 DISF BRNDESCS
170 DISF
18' DISF "PLEASE TYFL IN ThE NEW DESCRIPTION"
190 INPUT BRNDESCS
2VU DISF "T1 E NEW DESCRIPTION IS NOW"
210 DISF B NDESCS
220 DISF " IDRRECT (Y/N)"
250 INPUT RESPS
240 IF RESPS "Y" THEN GOTO CODREO
250 PRINT# ?,BRAN | BRNDESCS,MEAN,RANGE
270 ASSIGN# 7 TO *
280 DISP ."PROCESSING COMPLETE"
285 CHAIN "MAINMENU"
29u STOP
500 REM PROGRAM BPANMAINT TERMINATE «****»**♦*«»***
' .
"
164
1 ' PEM **•» *»**♦**.*«*.«» h T* i. r.AM DEPOT? if. NT *****************
20 REM *» fHli PFC3F, ,M 13 J3aD TO LOAD .CHANGE AMD DELETE **
30 REM v* DESCRIPTIONS OF DEPOTS IN ORDER THAT THE/ MA* **
40 REM ** DE PRINTED FOR THE CORRECT CODES. ANY NAMES ARE »*
5' REM ** ALLOWED . BOTH ALPHA AMD NUMERIC. HOWEVER THE *«
oO REM ** DESCRIPTION MA", NOT BE LONGER THAN Zo CHARACTERS *«
■ 0 REM ***** * **************** ******************* ************
8-» OPTION BASE 1 
90 CLEAR 
DI3P
DISP ."*** DEPOT MAINTENANCE FUNCTION ***"
DISP
a TO "DEPMASID700"
DISP 'WHAT 13 THE CODE OF THE DEPOT YOU WISH tq LOAD"
INPUT DEF
IF DEF I OR DEP 99 THEN DISP ."ONLY DEPOTS I TO 99 ARE ALLOWED
110 ASSIGN* 
12" CODRE ill 
130 
135
OTO CODREP
140
150
leu
170 
190 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
24 - 
250 
270 
26o
290 
300 REM
READ* a.DEP i DEPDESC*
DISP "THE EXISTING DESCRIPTION FOR THIS CODE IS"
CIS? DEPDESC*
DISP
DISP "PLEASE TvFL IN THE NEW DESCRIPTION"
INPUT DEPDESC*
DISP "THE NEW DESCRIPTION IS NOW"
DISP DEPDESC*
DIST "CORRECT <Y,N)"
INPUT RES**
IF RE.iP* «. "Y" THEN G0*0 CODREO
PRINT* 8.DEP i DEPDESC*
ASSIGN* 3 TO *
DISP ."PROCESSING COMPLETE 
CHAIM "MA1NMENU"
END
♦ M M M M t M  I I-OGRAM I Ff OTMtHl n TERMINATE ****************
1 : ' » t ■ , ♦ I M  ♦ V »  t  *  I ■„ I ,l. M  • t  ■ i . t  : • M  ♦
-i- i : -Ha .• r|.i,i;F<AM I U. r-.; I IJ !, r «MuL :j ! i: fHE TiU-l.E ' .
>. l-B! I l-t-i OF STATISTICAL FAC rOF . USEE IN THE CALCULATION OF *»♦
40 REM #*lt OF rHE MEAN AND F I'IQE CONTROL CHAR 13 *»*
S' REM t 4 « i • I H  M  t * t t t C t 1 * I * i * * * - - * * M  * * ‘ t« « S * * * * * if * ♦ > 4 * « * * * *
60 CLEAR
70 OF T ION BASE 1
90 ACS'ION# 5 TO "STATTABLEi D7 >0“
li?< DILF . " * * * STATISTICS TABLE MAINTENANCE ***"
(70 DISF 
180 DI5F
190 INPUT 1: DISP "PLEASE ENTER THE SPOUFSIIE"
200 INPUT GRP'SIZ
210 IF G F F S U  I OR GRFSi: : THEN ODTQ INPUT 1
220 REhD# 5.GRFSI2 i XFACT,RLLIM.RULll1 
2:0 DISP THE CURRENT FACTORS ARE SET TO:"
240 DISF
250 DISF "XFACTOR *"iXFALT
260 DISF "LOWER REACTOR r ;RLLIM:' GROUPS IZE -":GFF'5IZ
2^" DISF " UF r- L R F.Fh CTOR *" iRULIh
280 DISF
2 -  ■ INPUT.i DISF APE YOU SUF bi ■ OU WANT TO CHANGE THESE FACTORS <Y/N) "
ZOO INPUT RE3PZ*
3 1" IF RESP2S "Y " AND RESF2* "N" THEN GOTO INPUT2
320 IF RE-P2««',N" THEN GOTO F INI
32 ;> DISP "PLEASE TYPE IN THE NEW XFACTOF,"
340 INPUT XFACT
35-.' DISF “PLEASE TYPE IN THE NEW LOWER KF'CiuP"
360 INPUT RLLIM
370 DISF "PLEASE TOPE IN THE NEW UPPER Rt-ACTOF"
380 INPUT RULIM
: > D.3P • THE FACTOR'S YOU LOADED ARE:"
400 DISF
41-) DISP " XFm CTOR XFACT
4. • DIET "LOWER REALTOR -"iRLLIM;" GROUPSI2E *";GRPSI:
4 7'' DISF "UF LR RFACTOR » : RULIM
440 DISF
430 DISP '13 THIS CORRECT'. Y N)"
460 INPUT i INPUT RESF3*
4 ) IF PCS k " " AND RE ' •$ "N" THEM GUTO INPUT?
480 IF RE3I 7S-"N" THEN GOTO INPUT.
49'. PRINTS 3. OR* ■ 1 2 ; xFAL'.RLHM. •LLIH
500 INPUT i: DISP "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY OTHER FACTORS(Y/N)"
510 UP .H RE5F 4 t
520 IF PE3P4* “Y" AMD RESF4 4 "N" THEM GOTO INPUT4
53' IF Rlc .P 4f.= " Y " THEN GUTO INPUT 1
540 P INI: ASSIGN# U TO *
DISP . "PROCESSING COMPLETE''
Hh IN "MAINMENU"
360 3 TUP
'• RF.M ***+$.»**,*$* PPOUF AM ATTABMNT CCMI L TED *********** y * **«*
10 REM t*************t* PROGRAM PA,AMMNT .*.«M «»«*«**t M ***M *
2 0 REM ** THIS PROGRAM MAINTAINS THE MEAN AMD RANGE C" EACH * *
30 REM « * TYPE WITHIN ITS DRANCH-DEPOT COMBINATION. IT ALSO * *
40 REM *y MAINTAINS THE DEPOT MEAN AND RANGE. **
50 REM ** IT *S IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THERE IS ONE MEAN-RNG * *
60 REM s* FILE FOR EACH DEP0T-6RANCH COMBINATION.
70 REM * * ALSO NOTE THAT BRANCH MEANS AND RANGES ARE HEl D ON A *
80 REM ** SEPARATE FILE < BRANCH DESiT IFT ION FILE $ *
90 REM ********$4 ********** ,**$******,t***4**,$,*,
100 OPT ICM BASE 1
101 INITL: CLEAR
105 D1SP ."*** PARAMETER MAINTENANCE * M "
106 D1SP
110 DISF ."YOU MAV MA> E THE FOLLOWING CHANGES"
IS O  DISP ,"1.CHANGE MEAN/RANGE OF A TYPE"
140 DISF
150 LUSF ,"2.CHANGE MEAN,RANGE OF A DEPOT"
160 DISF
170 DISF ,"0.CHANGE MEAN-RANGE OF A BRANCH"
180 DISF'
181 DISP ."4.END"
132 Dl'P
190 DISP " r w  E YOUR SELECTION"
200 INPUT RESP1
210 IF RESRI 1 OR RESF1 4 THEN GOTO LDBRN
220 ON RESF'l GOSUF TYPCHB . DEFCHG . BRNCHG ,F INI
2:1 GOTO INITL
230 TYPCHG: GOSUB BRNENO
240 GOSUB DEPEND
250 GOSUB TYPENO
-7< READ* 1, TYPE » POSiriON.EXriNCt.FUEl.*
280 IF POSITION 0 THEN GO 10 L D T O
29< DISP "THERE EXISTS NO DATA FOR TNI I  TYPE..PLEASE LOAD DATA FIRST"
300 WA.T 100m I* g o t o  h INI
310 LDTYPi READ* 4,POSITION • IND.MEAN.RANGE 
320 DISP "THE EXISTING VALUEj ARE:"
330 DISP " MEAN •".MEAN
340 DISP " RANGE-",RANGE
330 DISP "PLEASE TrPE IN THE NEJ VALUES IN FORMAT MEAN,RANGE"
360 INPUT MEAN.RANGE
361 CATG-1 |
362 GOSUB NfWVAL 
365 IND-t
770 PRINT# 4.POSITION : IND.MEAN,RANGE 
380 RETURN
390 DEPCHG: GOSUB BRNENO 
400 GOSUB DEPEND
420 READ# 1.100 i POSIT ION,EXCINC*.FUEL#
430 IF POSITION- 0 THEN GOTO LDOEF
44m DISF "THERE EXIST NO DATA FOR THIS DEPOT.... PLEASE LOAD DATA FIRST"
443 WAIT 1000 l* GOTO FINI
45m  LDDEPl REh D# 4.POSITION ; IND.MEAN.RANGE 
460 DISP "THE EXISTING VALUES ARE:"
470 DISP “ MEAN -".MEAN
400 DISP " RANGE-",RANGE
490 DISP "PLEASE TYPF IN THE NEW VALUES IN FORMAT MEAN.RANGE"
500 INPUT MEAN,RANGE
501 CATG-2
502 GCJUD NSWVAL 
505 IND-1
51" PRINT# 4.POSITION ; IHD.ML AN.RANGE 
320 RETURN
3 3 0  
531 
3 3 2  
5 4 0  
5 4  1 
5 5 0  
5 6 0  
5 7 0  
5 8 0
3 9 0
391 
592 
6 0 0  
610 
6 :0  
6 3 0  
6 4 0  
6 5 0  
6 6 0  
6 7 0  
6 6 0  
7 1 0  
7 2 0
7 3 0
74(1
745
750
7 3 1  
7 5 2  
7 5 8
7 6 0
7 6 1
762
7 6 3
7 6 4
770
7 8 0
7 9 o
BOO
9 0 9  
8 1 0  
8 1 1  
8 1 2  
8 2 0  
• 3 0  
8 4 "  
8 4 3  
8 5 "  
8 6 0  
8 7 0  
88"  
8 9 0
9 0 0
9 0 1
9 1 0
9 1 1  
9 1 o  
9 2 0  
9 3 0  
9 4 0  
9 5 0  
960 
9 7 0  
9 8 0  
9 9 0  
1000
BRNCHG: GOSUB BRMENOi 
ASSIGN# 7 TO "BRANM# 
ON ERROR GOTO ERR2 
LDBRNs READ# 7.BRANC 
OFF ERROR
DISF' "THE EXISTING 
DISF " ME
DISF " RA
DISF "PLEASE TYPE I 
INPUT MEAN,RANGE 
CATG-3
GOSUB NEWVAL 
PRINT* 7,BRANCH x B 
RETURN
EIRNENOi DISF "WHICH 
INPUT BRAND 
BRANCHt-VAL* 
RETURN 
DEPENDt DISP "WHICH 
INPUT DEPOT 
DEPOT»«VAL* 
NEWFL: DISP "IS THIS 
INPUT RESP2*
IF RESP2* " 
IF RE8P29-MN" 
ON ERROR GOTO 
CRT: 4rE BRANCH 
OFF ERROR 
ON ERROR GOT 
ASSIGN# 1 TO 
ASSIGN# 4 
MEAN-0 
RANGE-0 
IND-O 
OFF ERROR 
FOR 1=1 TO 
PRINT# J 
NEXT J 
RETURN 
EXISTFL.- ON ERROR 
ASSIGN# 4  
ASSIGN# 1 TO 
OFF ERROR 
RETURN 
TYPENUt DISF "WHICH 
INPUT TYPE 
IF TYPE . OR 
RETURN
THERE EX
It D7P""
BRNDESC*,MEAN,RANGE
,UE 3 ARE I 
k *,MEAN 
>", RAN-TE 
>(E NEW VALUES
fSi *.MEAN.RANGE
•RANCH)
IPOT "
ro E
AND RESP2* ' "N 
“HEN GOTO EXISTFL 
PR4
i D E P O T t S  "F ARt 0700“ ,  1 5 , 2 4
RRl
L
R. iNCH* DEPOT*? PARt D700"
ERR! i
ERR2I
ERR3«
ERR4i
f ;n ii
I""" fy GOTO 
"THIS BF 
1"00 » DO 
"THIS Fit 
"THIS FILE?
."PROCESSING
MA INMENU#'
“THE NEW
1020 REM
GO TO TYPENU"TYPE .
F ILE-PLEASE LOAD DATA
- PLEASE FIRST"L >iD
ERROR
ERROR
GOTO
GOTO
NEWFL
NEWFs
"AVE LOADED ARE;
ME .11 
RANGE
RKKI T ( ,','N)
MEAN
RANGE
GU f 0THE N
ARAMMNT IEPMINATK »i. . » , i - t♦y ;»
GOTO 
T?
). MEAN. RANGE
ERR:
BRANCH *' DEPOT*.’ "PAR I D 700" 
BRANCH* DEPOT*: ' INXi D7'X>"
THEN DISP
E NO DATA 
F INI
IS NOT
OES NOT EXIST" 
tREADY E l G T S "  
COMPLETE"
DISP 
WAIT 
DISP 
wait 
oi^p 
DISP 
DISP ,
CHAIN 
fiTOP 
NEWVAL t DISP 
DISP 
DISP "
DISP "
DISF "IS THIS 
INPUT REST 9*
IP RESP9* "V" AND Rt IP9$
IF RESf-'V* "Y" 1THE1 RETURN 
ON C ATG GOTO L.DT VF . LDDEF .LDBRN
1 0  
20 
30 
40 
SO 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
111 
1 12 
113 
120 
i :o 
1 4 0  
iso 
1 6 ' 
170 
ISo 
19v 
200 
210 
2 5 0  
2 6 0  
2 7 0  
2 8 0  
2 9 0  
3 0 0
3 1 0
3 1 1
3 1 2  
3 1 7  
3 2 0  
330 
37-- 
$40 
7 3 0  
360 
170
39 ' 
390 
400 
41" 
4 0 
430 
44':, 
45" 
460 
4 •" 
480 
4 W 0  
500 
5 1 0  
52 ' 
52' 
530 
535
040 
550
REM
REM
R E M
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
« »» .•**»#*» > 1 FI. Jl' ■ S. IF I
*$ THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE 5 ,i 1FLE CAT* PLOT
i j: GRAPHS FOR A VEHICLE T YRE OF GROUT OF VEHICLE
*a T.PE3 OR AM ENTIRE DEPOT.
»♦ THE DEi AULT 13 TAT EM f UN THE INDEX f ILE FOR
»* EACH TYPE IF IT IS NOV ENTERED. 
t *  IT .HEN WRITES THE DATA TO A FILE FOR LATE!- 
** PLOTTING.
#1 
* * 
*■* 
**
♦ S 
**
* *
*4**,*$***,*******$*********************;***********
CLEAR 
OPTION ?ASE 
DISF
DISP
DISF
DISF
DISP
DIM
COM
COM
COM
'*** PLOT SIMPLE DATA GRAPHS ♦**"
"PROCESSING BEGINS"
"VARIABLE INITIALIZATION"
TOTAL ( 36, 3) , TYPES x 100) , STOFETOT < 7.o> 
TYPTQT(36.51),GRAFHTYP 
DEPOT(10).BRANCH 
T.FETa LKSI - . FUEL TOR* (51 > t 1 3 
FOR J«t TO 36
FOR L*1 TO 3
TOTAL(J,L)=0 
NEXT L
FOR L-l TO 31
TYPT0T<J,L)»0 
NE <T L 
NEXT J
FOR J=1 TO 31 
TYPES(J)«0 
NEXT J
FOR J*1 TO .".6
STOFETOT J)»0 
NEXT .1
ASSIGN* 9 TO "CONTMASjD700"
READ* 9.1 ; CONTLIM, MONTH. ( EAR. SF FCA-X
'1
'WHICH 
.PRINT
OF THE FOLLOWING DO -DU WISH TO DO"
THE GRAF i' FOR A SERIES OF I PEG W l THIN A DE P O T
•2.PRINT THE TOT... GRAPH FOR THE DEPOT"
THE TOTm I. GRAPH FOR i HE BRANCH"
1 THEN GOTO GRAPHDEF
GRAPHOer i DISF 
DISP 
DISF 
DISF 
DISF 
r-isF
Dior ."3.PRINT 
INPUT GI a PHTYR 
IF GRAPHT R OR URAFHTH 
DISBRNi DISF "WHICH BRANCH"
INF 01 BRANCH 
LET L I
DEPIN: DISP "WHICH DEPOTS 10 IMCLUDI. '
DISF " (TYPE. CODE OF: O TO END) "
INPUT DEPOT<Li
IF DEI OT«L)»v THE, I GOTO F1MI ELSE ADDDEP 
NEXTDEP: DUS "MORE DEPOTS"
DI ST- " (TYPE CODE OR <> TO CON I INUE ' "
INPUT DEPOT'I <
II DEPOl (L) "• THEM GOTO DEI-1 IN ELSE ADDDEF 
ADDDEP: II- GRAPHTYF 3 THEN Dl POT (L «■ 1) »0 » 60 TO DEPP IN 
L-=L> I
Ii I 10 THEN DISP "NO ' H D! FUTC EXCEEDED" 6 DEPOT xL>*0 W MO TO i EPF-IN
UQTO ME T 01 I 
uf:; ■ IN; LI I J -1





!<-, i-EH **$»*****$*#*#'** FROir'i ih ■ IVhVE ** * **•' «***$$«$* «•
20 REM ♦* THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES "HE MOVING AVERAGE
REM ** FIGURE'S FOR A VEHICLE TVP I-R GROUP OF VEHICLt
REM ** TYRES OR AN ENTIRE DEPC * *
Z-. REM *1 THE DEFAULT IS TAI EM PF ■ INDEX FILE FOR **■
i.; REM ** EACH TYPE IF IT 13 NOT EiUcr-TS. **
?<;, REM ** IT THEN WRITE ' THE DATA TT FILE FOR LATER
80 REM ** PRINTING OR PLOTTING.
90 REM * * * * * % * * ? * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ************
ioo Cle a r 
110 OPTION BASE 1 
n t  Dior
110 DISr ."*** MOVING AVERAGE GRAPHS '**"
117 D1SF
120 DISP PROCESSING BEGINS"
130 DISP ." VARIABLE INITIALIZATION"
140 DIM T O T A L < 7 6 . I . TYPES ( l O v A  3T0REAVE ! 36.2)
150 COM TOT.WE (:'6.11) , GRAF HTVF
160 COM DEPOT 10).BRANCH
170 COM TYPETA8 <51),FUELTAB* <51)C13
180 FOR J -T TO 36
220 FOR L=1 TO .
230 STOREAVE ' J .D-0
240 NEXT L
250 FOR L-l TO 51
260 TOTAVE < J, L) *v>
2 ?0 NEXT L
280 NEXT J
290 FOR J=1 TO 51
300 TYPES <J )*0
310 NEXT J
..20 ASSIGN* 9 TO "CONTMASi D700"
52 i READ* 9,1 j CONTLIM,MONTH, YEAR. SFi-Ef )
740 GRAPHDEFi DISP
^41 DISP ,“YOU MAY DO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING:"
DISf . "1 .PRINT I HE GRAPHS FOP' A SERIES OF TYPES WITHIN A DEPOT"
27) 0I3P . "2 .PRINT THE TOT.YL GRAF M FOR THE DEPOT"
380 D1SP
-90 DISP ."7.PRINT THE TOTAL GPAPH FOR THE BRANCH"
50; DISF "MAKE YOUR SELECTION"
40" INPUT GRAFHTVP
4 ; , IF GPm-HTVP !• OR G- Al <TVF 1 THEN GOTO uRAPHDEF
420 & NCH; DISP "WHICH BRANCH"
430 1 -iPUT BRANCH
440 LET L=1
42 • DEFIN: DISP "WHICH DB OTS TO INCLTD.
460 DISF " (TYPE CODE DR TO END) "
47v INPUT DEPOT<L>
40,, IF DEPOT <L> »V THEN CHAIN "MAINMENU" ELSE ADDDEF
490 NEXTDEP: DISF "MORE DEPOTS"
*„> . D131 -NTYPr CODE OR u TO CONTINUE) »
510 INPUT DEPOT(L-
52" IF DEPOT <L)=o iHfii GOTO DEI" IN ELSE ADDDEF
529 ADDDEF-: IF GRAPH TYP ’ THEN [1 ' OT (LH > =V 4’ GOTO DEPP IN
IF L M "  THEN DISF' "NO OF DEJ'01 3 EXCEEDED" # DEPOT <L»*0 GOTO. DEPP IN
540 LiUIO NEXT DEI
550 DEPP IN: LET J"-. I 
555 liOLUB D IE PE T
5 5 9 I ,RE IN: I'- GR, PHTyP*. THEN fYF " J 1 100 * GO 1 0 3E. 1 L
560 DISF "TYPES 10 INCLUDE"
5“0
580
532
u lbl- " (1,1k L-OE 01- 0 TO END OR V>0 FOR ufcrnUL! >"
IMFUr T Y P E S W
>' I VF'ES'J ■> OF: TYPES ■. J 100 THEN DISK "TYPE ir'ALID" » GOTO TYPE IN
590 
6> 00
tilO NEXTYPE 
620 
650 
631 
F'E 
655
o4i >
650
651 
660 
670 
680
690
691 
C>92 
700 
705 
710 
720
730 
740 
750 
760
IF TYPES !2 > *100 THEN GOTO SETL 
IF TYiE3iJ)»0 THEM CHAIN "MAINMENU" 
D1SP "MORE TYKES"
DISP " (TYPE CODE OR 0 TC CONTINUE)• 
INPUT TYPES < a>
if r pe3<j) o op Types•■H 100 then
ELSE ADDTYP
DISK "TYPE INVALID" S' GOTO NEXT -
IF T i PE3 < J) - I :> TH E 1 DISP' "YOU MAY NOT MIX SPECIFIC AND GENERAL REO 
GOTO NEXT.PE
IF TYPES(J)*0 THEN GOTO SETL ELSE ADDTYP 
ADDTYP i J =c,3 > 1
IP J^51 THEN DISK "NO OF TYPES EXCEEDED" f TYPES'J)*0 w GOTO 3ETl 
GOTO NEXTYPE 
SETL: LET L=1 
LET B™1 
DISK ."REQUEST PROCESSING"
BRaNCH$=VAL t (BRANCH 
DEPCI * CL>-VAL* (DEPOT<L)>
DISP BRANCH*: DE Ol&'DS INX. 070C"
ON ERROR GOTO ERU1
ASSIGN* 1 TO F RANCH t! DEPOT * : L> INXl D700"
ASSIGN* 2 TO BRANCH*'DEPOTKL'&"DAT:D700"
OFF ERROR 
LET > =1
IF TYPES <J)*100 THEN GOTO ALLREAD ELSE REAOFL 
ALLREa D i DISP ,"PROCESSING TYPE .)
READ* l,F : POSITION.EXCINC*.FUEL*
IF POSITION”': THEN DISK , "TYPE". ."DOES NOT EXIST" 9 GOTO ADOk
SETDE:
SETFL:
FUEL* AND FUEL IN*
i IND. TOTAL'..)
765
770 IF FUELIN*
DED" » GOTO ADOk 
780 GOTO T>PELIM
790 TYPPET: READ* 2,POSITION 
800 GOTO TOTAL
310 READFL: DISP ."PROCESSING TYPE",TYPESU /
0: PE-.D* l.TYPES(K) ; POSITION,EXCINC*,FUEL*
IF POSITION## THEN OOTO READ2FL 
34'.' DISF "TYPE ", TYPES (L ." DOES NOT
350 GOTO ADD-
S"5 READ2FL: IF FUELIN* FUEL* AND FUELIN*
CT INCLUDED" i'# 0UTO ADD)
36' FLADL’hL: READ# C.POLiiiOM ; IND. TOTAL (. >
8" THEM DISP "TYPE'.K,"NOT IMCLU
EXIST"
"P" THE. I DISF "TYPE" , TYF'EStK >
87" TOTAL 
880
e ?o
900
910 AVRG:
9 30 
950
960 
98 
99':)
995
la- '0
NEXT I
GRANQTOT = o 
FOR I t TO SPREAD 
GRANDTOT-GRANDTCT-t-TOTAL C1. 1)
NEXT I 
FOP I ST KE..O-KI TV f
GRAND IOT=GF AMD T 0'+TOTAL(1.1.-TOTAL 
STOF.ChVE (1. 1 "=GP>,NDTOT /Si PEAL 
IF GRAPHTYP"! THEN GOTO TYPAVE 
TOT A, t il.l) ■STORE".V I I,1)+T(:I"VE' I. 
NEXT T
I-SPREAD,1>
1)
TYPSTRi IF QRhPHTYP t T HI ! FUEL TAB* D-FUt.IN* ELSE FUELTAB* i B) =»FUEL *
Ip: GPAPHTYf " THEN TYFETAB! 1)»" * GOTO DISPTYP
if t y p e ; j > t h p h  t y p e t a b 'B’ o  else type t a b  i b i- t y p e s o  >
TYPETAB(B>1)=01001
1005 B=BH
1 1 0  DISPTYPi IF TYPEStJ)*!#.
ED TYPE ", TYPES (t '
10 20 ADOk f ' i-l
10 30 II f 10" THEN GOTO CHf I YF
1041/ DISF , "TYPE l . i m r  Rl ACHLD
105' GOTO a DDL
THE i D1 F ."COMPLETED TYPE ".I ELSE DISF ,"COMPLET
176
IVlov CHN TiPl Ir 
i . v
l  .'6V . ' I ' l l :  .9)14 I 10 *
IOW.
I V." '
111 Hh j; I "t'iV.i' hi LOI 
ii_ m ' P
II TYFbLlMi ON GRhFHTyR 60 TO T i . 1 rF,T,F
1 140 r>P l t  If £ . itCINL' V " NY Y"
HEN 01SF ,“tvPE EXCLUDED Bi 
115' T.F-: IF EXT I K  * « "  t H t  "
HEN 013F , 1 1 iFE E .LUDED BY 
lie IYF3* IF EXt tNC$=-VYN"
HEN 0131 , " T iFE b u.UUpEO I* if
I 1 •'  TYFt .  'E. r o w  . E t , I I  — ! OFEm' t , 1 , 1
II ' GU O NEXT 1
1 HDDui u H  ■ 1
U i o  IF OgFOr (L>»0 THEN BUIO 1M1 El 31 56TV'
1 2 3 0  O lE P E T t I F  S F . iP H T t 'F - l  THEN F U E i - IN t -  B "  *  RETURN
13' '0 FUEL, t D 1 SI DO YOU WISH 10 H  1NT DIE--. Ui t IDL'D FI"
1310 INPUT FUEL IN*
1320 IF FUEL IN* "F ' AND FUELlN* “D" THEN .OTO FUEL23
1330 PE I URN
134.,' EnRii DIjF . THIt BRh MCH-LE OT COiIB 1 NATION DOES NOT EXIST"
1350 GOTO BRNCH
154-. REM * **** * **** PROGRAM Mi 'INGAVE TERMl 1m IE ************ *| **»».** *
01 E LlnC** ' M Y f 01 E.XCINC* - 'UN," OR t > C I f T ' - "HI IN T
UR E CIMCfc-" yNII' OR E il. [ H O -  'NIir" PR E X L 1NC * a " N M M  T
D E F A U L T "  * >010 ADL'I E L S E  G O T O  T /FRET
OR EaUIM. i ' >Nl i ' OR E -CIMCS- ‘NVN" OF E •,CiNCF*"NNN T
UEFAUL 1 «r G O T O  Al'Dl E L S E  G O  TO T H R E l
I
I
I




ki
CONTLIMl
495
496
497 
500 
520 
570 
531 
54u
550
551
560
569 READFL:
570
571
572
573
530 REhD2FLi 
FT INCLUDED 
581
600
609
610 
620 
625 
UDED 
630 
640 
660 
670 
672 
680 
690
700
701 
710 
715 
720 
725 
730 
735 
738 
74 u 
742 
748 
75" 
751 
•75..
753
754
FEADALL:
LCLF <M,k =0 
NEXT M 
RETURN
READ# 5.3UBGRFB;2<M) : xFACT.LLIMR.ULIHR 
UCL < ( N , K)=TMMEAN i  +XF AC iTMRANGE1t  , *CON T L IM/3 * BU9GRF5 1 :  N 
LCLX (M, 1 >=TMMEANvl ; -XFACf % FMRANGE (1 )*CONTLIM/3*SUBORPSll_(M)
IF LCLX(M,k) 0 THEN LCLX(M,t )-0 
Ut'LR (M.) ) =UL I MR * TMRANGE • > )*CUNTLIM, _
LCLR(M. l )=LLIMR* TMRANGE<k )*CGNTLIM/3 
IF LCLR<M,K) 0 THEN L C L R ( M , M « 0  
NEXT M 
RETIRM
DISR ,"PROCESSING TYPE",TVFEa O >
READ# I.TYPES M  : POSITION,EXCINC#,FUEL*
IF POSITION 0 THEN GOTO READ2FL 
DISF "TYRE",TYFE5 (1 ."DOES NOT EXIST"
GOTO NEXTI
IF FUELINt FUEL* AND rUELlN* "B" THEN DISP "TYPE 1,TYPES 1 >,"N
C- GOTO ADD!
REm D# 2.POSITION : IND,TOTAL <, )
RETURN
DISF ."PROCESSING TYPE", 1
READ# 1.1 ; POSITION.EXCINC*.FUEL*
IF POSITION*" THEN DISF ,"TvFE",k."DOES NOT 
IF FUELIM* FUE.t AND FUELIN* "6" THEM 
* GOTO ADDk
GOTO TfPE^IM 
TYPRETi READ# 2.POSITION s IND,TOTAL ,)
RETURN 
'•CCMEANi FOR M"=l TO 24
IF TOTAL <M+12,2)*0 THEN SUBGRFSIZ<M)= ■ @ GOTO NEXTM 
MEA N <h, 1 )=TOTAL.M+12,1.
RANGE(M.- )-TOTAL•M*12. *'
SUBGRFSIZ CM)-TOTAL<M>12. 2)
NEXTM: NEXT M
RETURN 
ACCUMTOT: FOR M-l TO 24
TOT MEAN M)=T0TMEAN(Mh -T0TAL(M>12, 1)
SUBGRFSIZ CM>-SUBGRFSIZ.M)+TOTAL CM*12.2)
IF SUBGRF 31 Z CM) = 21 THE.) SUBGRPSI Z < M - =20 
ADDM; NEXT M 
ACCRNG: FOF N=1 TO 25
TQTF.NB * N) -TOTRNG < N) * TOTAL (I I* 11,3)
NEXT N
RETURN
TOTMNFNGEi GOSUB MEANRNGF 
FOR M-l TO 24 
MEmNCM. 1) = TOTMEAN CM)
RANGE CM.1>=ABS CTOTRNG cM*l>-TOTRNQ(M>)
NEXT M
K* 1
GOSUB GRAPHLOOIC 
GOTO FINI 
GRAPHLOGIC: I F  GRAPHT/P t
GOSUB READSTAT 
RETURN
IF GRAFNT fF =1 THEM GOTO FIN:
IF GPAFHTVF -2 THEN GOTO TfTMNRNGE 
L-L + l
IF DEPOT CL' -u THEM GO 10 VO .T1NPNGE 
ON ORAFHTYj GOTO TYPl , TVF2 , TYP3 
E X C IN CF "NYY" OF F.XC1NL*~"NYN" OR 
‘ T VPS E • CLUCi D B i DEFAUl I" »• GOTO hDDI 
IF E u'INCt - " YNY" UN b <! INC " VMM" OF
EXIST ’ @ GOTO ADD! 
DISF "TYPE",K, 1 NOT INCL
756 
759
791
800
810
820 T r PEL 
83o 1 M-l: 
EN DISP . 
840 T .P 2:
THI-M FUEl TAB* i. 1 i - FUELIN* ELSE FUEL IAB* \B -FUEL6
ENDTYPE:
IM:
IF
ELSE GOiO SETDE
E "' IMC*- "NNY" OR EXCINC$-="NNU" 
ELSE TYPRET 
L :INC*="NNY" UR EXCINC*-"NNN"
TH
TH
EM 01SF . "T <FE fe .CLUUED B't DEf iiULT " ly GOTO nOOh ELSE TtPREr
850 TVP3i n- EaCII* »»•' «N" OF E LINC i ■" ,111!" OF. E •Cl,Ct- NVM" OF 6XClf4v WNN fH
EM D io r- . "T ,F f . LUr-EO B« DEFmUL " 4> GOTO HuOl ELSE FrFuEl
86v F1MIs ASSIGN# 1 TO *
870 ASSIGN# 2 TO *
380 ASSIGN# 4 TO *
361 ASSIGN# 7 TO *
882 ASSIGN# 5 TO *
883 DISF ,"PROCESSING C PI
384 CHAIN "CNTCHF.TPLT"
390 STOP
900 MEm NRNGE: ON GRAPH! G03U6 CALC 1 ,CALC2 ,CALC3 
910 RETURN
920 CALC 1: READ# 4.POSITION s IND, TMEAN.TRANCE
930 IF F0SITI0N=O THEN DISF "MEm N/RANSE NOT LOADED FOP THIS T rPE- PLEASED
OAD FIRST"
932 T M MEANUO-TMEAN
934 TMRANGL <F)-TRANGE
940 RETURN
949 CALC2: READ# 1.100 : POSIT ION,EXCINC*.FUEL*
950 READ* 4,POSITION I IND.TMEh N.TRANGE
960 IF POSIT ION-1 THEN DISF 'MEAN/RANGE NOT LOADED FOR THIS DEF'OT-FLE*3E
LOAD FIRST"
962 TMMEAN(l)-TMEAN
9o4 TMRANGEt1>-TRANGL
970 RETURN
98' CALC3: READ# 7.BRANCH : ERNDESC*.TMEAN,TRANGE
990 IF BRNDESC*="NONE" THEN DISP "MEAN/RANGE OR DESCRIPTION NOT LOADED FO
R THIS BRANCH-PLEASE LOAD FIRST"
992 TMMEANI 1)-TMEAN
994 TMRANGE <1)-TRANCE
1000 RETURN
.
102 - DISF ."PROCESSING CONTINUES" * GOTO ENDTYPE
1070 DIEFET: IF GFATHT ,F-1 THEN FUELIN*-"! IS RETURN
104M FUEu23: DISF "DO fOU WISH TO PRINT DIESEL OR PETROL(D/R)"
1050 INPUT FUELINS
1060 IF FUEL IN* "P" AND FUELIN* "D" THEN GOTO FUEL23
1070 RETURN
IIOO REM ****,****** PROGRAM l l NTCHART COMPLETE ***i *t*********t****
181507
10 REM *****%*****» *ti» FRObRA:! LI ITCHF r, l r
20 REM *S THIS PROGRAM IS COLLED B PROGRAM CONTDrART. I ' P L O T :
30 REM ** THE CONTROL CHART iOP THE DATA S£ T UP IN THAT PROGRAM
40 REM ** IT REOUESTS THE SETTING Ur OF THE FARE.- IN THE PLOTTER
SO REM ** BEFORE EACH CHART IS PLOTTED.
55 REM **********************■»*** >*************»«********;*:**♦***.>*
60 CLE^R
70 OPTION BASE I
71 DISP
72 DISP ,'**** CONTROL CF.ART PLOTS * * *"
73 DISP
74 DISP
SO COM RANGE 2 4 , tO),M E A N <24.1u 
9'.) COM TMMEANiSl > , TMRANGE ' 51)
100 COM UCLX <24,51>,LC L X <24.51). JCLR 24.511,LCLR 24,51)
110 COM GRAFHTY: . BRANCH,Dt O T a o -  .TYFE7..B 51 ) .FUEL TABS '31)111
120 PLOTTER IS 805
121 DEO
130 L«1
131 M=1
132 1=0
141 ASSIGN# 9 TO "CGNTHAS: O ' •-»”
142 READ* 9,1 s CONTLIh.MONTH,YEAR,SPREAD
143 CONTMONTH=HONTH
150 ASSIGN# 7 TO "BRANMASiD700 
160 ASSIGN# 8 TO "DEPMA3: D"TO"
170 READBRNi READ# 7,BRANCF t BRNDE5C1
180 IF GRAPH! , F = 3 THEN DEFDESCt= "A L L '• \V  GOTO SETUP
190 READ# 8 .D E P O T(M* j DEC DESC *
195 SETUP: LOCATE 22,67.10,90
200 DISP "PLEASE SET UF YOUR PAPER & PRESS C TO CONT OR E TO
210 INPUT RESP1*
220 IF RESFT »="E ' THEM GDI 0 FINI
230 IF RESPl* "C" THEN GOTO SETUP
240 MEANCLC: VMAX=,.»
250 YMIN=9999°9
260 SETMINMAX: FOR \ =1 TO 24
270 YMIN=MIN <YMIN,MEAN <1 ,L > >
280 ,MAX-MAX <YMAX,MEAN<r,L))
290 NEXT K
300 rSUB» .•'NAx-vMlN
30: IF Y&Ut Io m OOO THEN VDIFF-20000
304 II , SUB - lO' >'.'00 AND YSUb 4v < v THEN »DIFF«8 o«.".1
305 IF YSUB 40000 AND YSUB 200 ■ THEN VDIFF-4000
310 IF YSUB = 2 -000 AND vSUB 1000 THEN YD IFF**1000
320 IF YSUB = lOOO AND YSUB 500 THEM YDIFF=10"
330 IF YSUB -- 5 -0 AND YSUB TOO THEN YDIFF-50
340 IF '.SUB = 100 THEM YDIFF=25
330 YMIN=VM1N-YDIFF
360 YMAX^YMAx «-YDIFF
370 SCALE YMAX, YMIN. 1,2.4
380 PEN 1 * LINE TYPE 1
390 FRAME
400 FXD 0
410 AXES YD IFF'. ) . YMIN, 1 
420 GGSUB X LADA X EE-
430 PEN 1
440 LINE TYPE e
441 MOVE MEAN <1,L ),1
450 XCURVE: FOR J =1 TO ..4 
460 DRAW M E A N < J , D  , J
4 70 ME T .J
473 LINE. I i FL ' t i 2
479 MOVE UCLX(1,L).1
430 XC0N1R0L: FOR J-l TO 24 
490 DRAW UCLX (J,l- .0
5 0 0  HE A r J
501 LINE TVPE 1 » FEN 2
502 MOVE TMMEAN'L),1
510 FOR J«1 10 24
520 DRAW TMMEAN(L).J
530 NEXT J
531 LINE TYPE 7 » PEN 2
532 MO'/E LCLXd.L) . 1
540 FOR J=1 TO 24
550 DRAW LCLX <J,L>.J
560 NEXT J
5 70 LOCATE 82,,27,10,90
530 RNGCALC: YMAX=a
590 YMIN -99999 v
600 RMINMAX: FOR K 1 TO 24
610 YMIN-MIN <YM1N.RANGEN .L> '
620 YMAX=f.AX < Y M AX , RANGE N , L > >
630 NEXT t
640 YSUB-fMAX-YMIN
64 1 IF YSU& 1000' .i THEN Y0IFF-2O' '0
645 IF Y5UB = lv":'00 AND YSUB 50000 THEN YD IFF = 10000 
65v IF YBUB = 50 00 AND YSUP lOOOO THEN #DIFF«5oOO
6o0 IF YSUP «= 10000 AND YSUB 20' 0 THEN YD I FF= 100'.
670 IF YBUB .= 2000 AND YSUB 500 THEN YDIFF = 200
630 IF YSUB = 5"0 AND YSUB 10" THEN YDIFF-50
690 IF YSUB = 100 THEN YDIFF=2S
700 YMAX=yMAX+vDIFF
“ 10 YMIN=YMIN-YDIFF
720 SCALE YMAX.YM1N,1,24
730 PEN 1 » LINE TYPE 1
740 FRAME
750 FXD 0
760 AXES YDIFF,1,YMIN,1
770 G05UB RLABAXES
780 PEN 1
790 LINE TYPE o
EDO MOVE RANGE i,L),l
31 1 RCURVE: FOR J = 1 TO 24
620 DRAW RANGE ■: J . L ) . J
830 NEXT J
850 PEN 2
860 LINE TYPE 7
870 MOVE UCLR'1.L>,1
880 RCONTROL: FOR J-l TO - 4
890 DRAW UCLR'J.Ll.J
900 NEXT J
910 LINE TYPE 1
92'., MOVE TMRANGEd.) , 1
930 FUR J»1 TO 24
94 0 DRAW TMRANGEa),J
950 NEXT J
960 MOVE LCLF(l.L'.l
970 LINE TYPE 7
980 FOR ,1*1 TO 24
990 DRAW LCLR(J,L ),J
1000 NEXT J
1010 SETGU
1020 CSIZE 6
1030 LORA 1 I? LDIR 90
1040 MOVE 3,22
1050 LABALL: LABEL US.I NO FORMA ; ONTROL CHART", CONTLIM, 
1060 MOVE 12,83
1070 CSI.B 5
108" ON CONTMGNTH OOSUB I10N1 . flON_ .MONT . M0N4 ,M0N5 , MO,-la . MUN7 .MOMS .'MON» . HO 
M 10 jMOMl , MON IT
1081 LABEL USING FORMG s M0NTHDE3C*,YEAR 
1085 MOVE 12,00
1090 LABEL USING FORhB i "BRANVHi",BRMDESC*
1100 MOVE 17, se­
ll 05 IF GRAF HT YP= T THEN DEF DE 3C * *"ALL"
11'"'6 GOSUB FUELDE3C
1110 LABEL USING FORMB ; "DEPOT s".DEPDESC*,FUELDEPC*
1120 C3IZE 4 
1130 , OVE 14.92
1135 If GPAPHTYP-3 THEN GOTO VERTAXIS 
1140 IF GRAPHTYP-1 THEN GOTO TVPI
1150 LABEL USING '5A" : "TYPES"
1151 IF GRAPH rYP=2 OR GRAFHTYP-3 THEN LABEL USING "t " ; "ALL" 6- GOTO VER TAX 13
1152 IF TYPETAB <M)-O THEN GOTO TYPLAB
1153 FOR M*1 TO 15
1154 IF TYPE TAB(M'*0 THEN GOTO TYPLAB
1155 NEXT M
115c LABEL USING "I" ; "VARIOUS" i? GOTO VER TAX 13
1 160 TYPLAB: FOR: M=-l TO 15
1170 IF TYPETAB(M)*v THEN GOTO VERTAXIS
1190 LABEL USING "K" s TYPETAB(M)
1190 NEXT M
1200 FORMA« IMAGE 14A,"<",D,X.5A.") "
1210 FORMB: IMAGE 8A.K,"I", K, ") "
1 220 FORMC: IMAGE 4A.DDDD
1225 FORMDi IMAGE 8A.k
1230 VERTAXIS: MOVE 17.0
1240 CSIZE 3
1250 LABEL USING "k/K" i "FUEL","USED"
1260
1270 LABEL USING "6A" i "MONTHS"
1280 MOVE 75.4
1281 LABEL USING "13A" ; "MEAN(X) CHART"
1290 MOVE 77.0
1291 LABEL USING "K/K" : "FUEL","RANGE"
1292 .
1 2 9 : LABEL USING “6A" | "MONTHS"
1294 MOVE 135.40
1295 LABEL USING "HA" } "RANGE(R> CHART"
1300 SETUU
1310 IF GRAPH TYP*1 THEN L*L + 1 ELSE GOTO FINI
1320  IF  L = 5 2  OR T Y P E T A B ( 1 * 1 > - 0  THEN GOTQ F I N I  
1330  GOTO SETUP 
13 4 0  F I N I i  ASSIGN# 7 TO *
13 5 0  ASSIGN# 3 TO *
1360  ASSIGN# 9 TO *
1370  DISF . "PROCESSING COMPLETE"
1371 PEN 0
1372  CHAIN MAINMENU"
1280  STOP 
1390  TYP1i 1=1+1
1400 LABEL USING " 5 A / h " ; "TY P E ", TYPETAB( I )
1410  GOTO VERTAXIS  
1420  XLABAXESi LOPG 6 ti LDIR  90  
1430 FOR M=3 TO 24  STEP 3
1440 MOVE Y M 1N -.01*A B S  (Y SUB ).M
1450  MUMTH»M0NTH+3
1460 IF  MONTH®13 THEN MONTH*I
1470 IF MONTH*14 THEN MONTH-2
1480 IF MONTH-15 THEN MONTH=3
1490  011 MONTH GOSUB M0N1 , M0N2 ,MUN3 , M0N4 , M0N5 , M0N6 , MUN7 , MONS , MONV , MON
10 ,MON 11 , MOM12 
1500 LABEL MOM THOESC *
TO VMAX ST EF  V D I F F
90
STEF 3
(YSUBi
1510 NEXT M
1520 LORG S 
1530 FOR M*VMI!i 
1540 MOVE M , 1 
1550 LABEL M 
1560 NEXT M 
1570 RETURN
1580 RLABAXESl LORG 6 li- LD1R 
1590 FOR M=3 TO 24
1600 MOVE YMIN-.01 TABS
1610 M0MTH=M0NTH>3
1620 IF MONTH®13 THEN MONTH®1
lo30 IF MONTH® 14 THEN riONTH-2
1640 IF MONTH®15 THEN MONTH®5
1650 ON MONTH GOSUB M0N1 ,M0N2 .MON:
MON 12 
LABEL MQNTHDESL1 
NEXT M 
SETGU 
LORG 6 
MOVE 137,50 
LABEL YEAR-1."-".YEAR 
SETUU 
LORG 3
FOR M=YMIN TO Y'MAX STEP VDIFF 
MOVE M.1 
LABEL M 
NEXT M 
RETURN
MONls MONTHBESC *="JAN"
RETURN
M0NTHDE3C$®"FEB"
RETURN
MONTHDE3CS®"MAR"
RETURN
M0NTHDE5C»®"ARR 
RETURN
.M0W4 ,M0N5 .MONA ,M0N7 .MONO .M0N9
M0N2:
MONZ-i
M0N41
10 ,MON11 
1660 
16 70 
1680 
1685 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1720 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1 780 
179"
1800 
1810 
1320 
1830 
1840 
1830 
186'.'
1870 
1830 
1890 
1900 
1910 
192 >
1930 
1940 
1950 
1960 
1970 
1980 
19Q0 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2 0 : 0  
2040 
2050 
2120
MONSi 'MAY'
•JUN*’
'JUL'
AUG"
M0N1HDESCS®
RETURN 
MGNTHCE3C *®
RETURN 
M0NTHDE3CS®
RETURN 
MONTHDESC*®
RETURN
MON rHDESC S*'"SEP"
RETURN 
MONTHDESC» OCT"
RETURN
MONTHDESC$ = "NOV"
RETURN
MONTHDESC*--"DEC"
RETURN
FUELDESLi IF FUELTAR* I+1)®"P"
IF FUELIAB*'I*1)="D" 
FUELDESL*®"'""'
RETURN
REM ************ FROGRAII CNTCHRTPLT
MONo i
MONT:
MP!'48l
MON? i
M0N10:
M0N11:
MON 1.
THEN
THEN
FUELDE3C»=
FUELDE9CS-
" PETROL" 
"DIESEL"
TERMINATION
9 RETURN 
li- RETURN
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
10 F-EM 
2" REM 
30 REM 
40 REM 
5'i REM 
6v REM 
70 REM 
80 REM 
90 REM 
100 FEM 
1 lu CLEAR 
111 DI5P
1 1- DISP ."*** CUMULATIVE SUM CHARTS ***"
113 DISP
120 OPTION Bh SE 1
130 DIM TOTAL 1 ’.3.3 . 5UMT0T < '6>
132 COM TMMEAN'5 1>,T OTCSUM i Za, 1
134 COM GRAFHTyF.BRhHCH.D E P O T T.PETAB' 1 1' ,FUELTABS'51,[1] 
1 35 CUSUM-i 
140 PR DC INC- i
148 DISP . " PROOF AM BEGII.S"
14<» DISF , INITIALIZATION SECTION"
150 FOR J=1 TO 3t»
160 FOP L»1 TO 3
170 TOTAL < J, L) “0
180 NEXT L
181 FOP L*1 TC 51
182 TO( CSUM <J,L>“0
134 NEXT L
185 SUUTOTIJI-O
190 NEXT J
l^ l ASSIGN# 9 TO 'CON TMASiD7oO
192 READ# 9,i , COHTLIM.MONTH,YEAR,SPREAD
210 GFAFHDEFl DISF
211 D1jP ,"YOU MAY DO AN. OF THE FOLLOWING;"
212 DISP
213 DISP . 1.PRINT THE CHARTS FOR A SERIES OF T PE3 WITHIN A
214 DISF
215 DISF ."2.PRINT THE TOTAL CHART FOR THE DEPOT'
216 DISP
21 7 DIG. . "3.PRINT THE TOTAL CHART FOR THE BP.-NCH"
218 DISP "MAI E YOUR SELECTION"
219 INPUT GRAPHTYP
220 IF GRAPHTYP 3 OR SRAPHTfF l THEN GOTO GRAPHOEF
2-1 BRNCH: Did "WHICH BhANCH"
230 INPUT BRANCH
231 LEI L=1
24" DISP "WHICH DEPOTS TO INCLUDE 
241 DISP "(TYRE CODE OF ■ TU END -"
2 5 0 INPUT DEPOT L
251 IP DEPOT\L " THMi 00TO FINI El E ADDER
252 NLITDEP: D I "MORI O' IT "
253 DISF "ifYFE CODE OR 0 10 CON Ti"
254 INPUT DEPOT(Lf
255 IF DEPOT I D -0 THEN GOTO DEPP IN ELSE ADDER
25b ADDERI IF GRhFHTYi 3 THEM GuTO DERR IN
257 L-LtI
250 GOTO NEXTDEP
260 DEPFIN; GOSUB DIEFET
261 LET P.»1
-62 IF GRhFHTvP I THEN GOTO DISPTVF ELSE PROClND'l E GOTO SETL
27" D1SPT.P; DISP "TYPES TO INCLUDE"
-So TYPE IN; DISP "(1/PE LODI UR " TO END UR IOC FOR DEFAULT)"
*?$******,*» t t PROGRAM Cl M l*+« + U ,
1* THCi PROGRAM KEmDS THE F L.. FOk SPECIFIC TYPE 
tt OP GROUP or VEHICLE I /Ph.. UP ENTIRE DEPOT «ITD
»* EVALUATE- FOR EACH MONTH, THE CUSUM FIGURE.
»* FROM THE FILE. THIS IS CALCULATED BY SUBTRACTING 
»* A REFERENCE FIGURE FFUM EACH MONTHS TOTAL AND
t* THf 'l ACCUMULATING THESE TOTALS.
St THESE ARE WRITTEN TO h FILE FUR LAiEP PLOTTING
St
Sts fctstii*;ttt;tttttstt<;t t sttttssttttttts/sssssttttt

v. '
6X5 IF FUa.IN* r-ULLt. ,1(10 FUE iM*
L U V b u -  u u : j  . 1 L-1 :
6 0010 f.FELIM
04 r.r' .= r» Fib -I.. It _ . I. * ; I i I . iL .
66v RErURM
e*0 rtCLCUSUMi ro t M=1 TO 36 
o72 CU3UM*TOTAL(M,1)-tMEAN+LUiUh
o8*:i t O 1CSUM <11, M  -CUSUM
701 ViEXTMl UE a T M 
710 RETURN
720 ACCUMTOTi FOR M= 1 10
190
t# I Hi , L ITT- . "1 rFL' . "NOT INC
-25 
729 
-’30 
7 35 
74'.' 
74*. 
750
752
753
754 
56
s u r iro i  (MN^suMTOr m> «-roi a l <11. i 1
NEXT M 
RETURN
TOTCUbUMi BOSUB MEANFNBE 
FOR n=l TO 3o
CU6UM*SUMT OTtM)-TMEhN*CUBUM 
TOTCSUM<ri. 1 >*lU3UM 
NEXT M
T V 1 E I m B <1)«100 
BOSUb GRARHL0B1C 
00 TO F INI
'59 GFh FHLOGICi I • GRAPH TYP 1 THEN FUEL T Ab* U=FUEUiN* ELSE FUEL TAB* <B > »FUEL -
78'.' RETURN
•<?' END T > P E : IF GEAR HTYt-**! THEM GOTO R.NI
7 n  
800 
810
IF GRAFHT.F-2 THEN GOTO TOTCUSUM 
L 3L *■ 1
IF DEFOT (L>='.‘ I HEM GOTO T0TCU3UM ELSE GOTO SETDt 
820 TYFELIMl ON GRh PHT . P GOTO T>F1 , TVP. » TYF'3
g-,;. T'tF'ls IF EXCINC**"NtY" OR EXCINCl- NT N OR. EXCINC*="NN ■ " OF EXCI ‘-Cl* M l ■ tn
EN DISF . "TYPE EXCLUDED b< DEFAULT -OTO ADD1 ELSE GOTO T r'PRE T
3 4 -  I T  P C s  I F  E XC I M l  F - "  t M " OF c C 1 N C $ = "  , N N "  OF E  <C 11 >C *  -  ” . IN 7" OR E X C I N C « =  l-ITM ' 4
85'.• T «F 5t If ETC IN-.. S» rdi OR E a Cl Mu S= i N N " Of E 2 INC** N»M 0* EXCIl«C*» Nl •' ' '
EN DISF , " 1 iPE E CtUDED £-> DEF.iULl i' GOTO ADD* ELSE GOTO TyPRE*
860 FIllI: ASSIGN# 1 TO «
870 ASSIGN# 2 TO «
890 m 33IGN# 4 TO «
881 ASSIGN# 7 TO t
832 DISF *•' PROCESSING COMPLETE"
883 CHh IN "CUSUMFLOT"
3?0 STOP
90<.' MEANFNBEl ON GFAFHT . GO—UE- "iLLl • LAL - — ,l h L.
910 RETURN
92'.' C m L C H  KE h D# 4.F1 ilTION : IND. T ’EAM, TR.TMi -.
q , , if POSIT Il.H4“0 THEN DI SI "MEAN/ RANBE MOT LOADED FOR IHIj TTFE- t-Li-f-iEL
OAD FIRST"
TTIMEAN' li ) mi Ml: AN 
T MRANGE I > «! RANTiE 
RETURN
READ# 1.1’" i POSITION.EX' INC*.FUEL*
RE m D# 4.POSITION ; I ML/, MEAN. TRh NGE
If t ; | I,.'! | .. THEN DI F 'ME.iM RANGE NOT LOADED FOR TH.G DEPOT-PLEASE
935
936 
9 40
951 CALC2:
952 
96''
LOAD F II-ST
965
96ti
970
T MMEAM(1)#THEAN 
TMRANGL 1) - TRAMI .Hi 
RE I URN
980 CALCCi READ# 7,bRAM*i i BFNDESC*.TMEAN.TRANGE• CT-Mi I cr.r, vi- - i- w  . —
If BRNDE8L S” " NONE" THIN DISF' "ME AN/RANGE OR DESCRIPTION N01 LUAObO I 0990
R THIS BRANCH-! LEASE LOAD FIRST"
995 TMMEaN (1 i ”T PIEmN
996 TMRANGE< i)*TRANGE
1000 RETURN
ton.) ERR it 01.IP , 'THIS BRANCH- DEFOI u OMHIMAT1UN DOES NOT EX IB I " 
102V B u m  BENCH
1030 DIEPE1i IF DR,4 HTVF I THEN FUELlHt "B" v RETURN
kQ 1
104i. 
1 0 5 <.
-> « L




.<
REM FF.OGRhI-1 DhTARFNt *** ***>«***♦ »*«*<*«**
REI", ** THIS PROGRAM PRINTS ALL EXISTING CONSUMPTION DA TV, #*
REM ** FOR A SERIES OF TYPES,THE TOTAL OF A DEPOT OR THE #*
REM »* TOTAL Or A BRANCH. **
REM gnat***************************************************** 
OPTION BASE 1
DIM TOTAL(To,3),DTOTMONCON( :6>.DTOTANNCON(36>,PTOTMONCON( 
PRINTER IS 701 
CLEAR 
DISP
CISP CONSUMPTION DATA PRINT ***"
DISP
."YOU MAY DO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING 
DATA FOP A SERIES OF TYPES"
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
62 
65
-o
75 
30 
90 
100 
120 
I :v 
140 
150 
160 
161 
162 
163 
170 
180 
200 
210 
211 
212 
220 
240 
250 
260 
270 
273
279
280 
290
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
44(.i 
445 
450 
460 
470 
430 
490 
500 
505
509
510 
520
525 OFF
"2.PRINT TOTAL DATA FOR A DEPOT
"3.PRINT TOTAL DATA FOR A BRANCH'
GRAFHDEFi DISP 
DISP ,"1.PRINT 
DISF 
DISP 
DISP 
DISP 
DISP
DISP ,"4.END"
DISP "MAT E YOUR SELECTION"
INPUT GRAFHTYP
IF GRAFHTYP 1 OR GRAPHT YF 4 THEN GOTO GRAPHDEF 
ASSIGN* 9 TO "CONTMAS«D701 "
READ* 9.1 s CNTLIM,CNTMUNTH,CNTYEAR.SPREAD
MONTH=CNTMONTH
YEAR-CNTYEAR
PGNO-1
ON GRAPHTYP GOTO PRITYP .FRTDEP .PRTBF.N , FINI 
FRTTYPi GOSUB BRNENO 
GOSUB DEPEND 
GOSUB TYPENU 
ON ERROR GOTO ERR2 
DISP BF ANCH %&DE F OTSl," I NX "
ASSIGN* 1 TO BRANCH*.VDEPOT»V INX»D700" 
h S S I G M #  2 TO BRANCH$&DEFOT$? 'DATt D700“
OFF ERROR 
FOR J-l TO 30
IF TYPES(3)-0 THEN 
READ# 1.TYPES<J> s 
IF POSITION*© THEN 
READ# 2.POSITION ;
GOSUB THDR 
ANNCON*0 
rEAR*CNTYEAR-:
MONTH-CNTMONTH
FOR 1=1 TO 36 
MONCON*TOTAL(I 
ANNCON*TOTAL(I 
GOSUB DATECALC 
PR IN I USING FOPMG 
LNCNT *LNCN T «-1
IF 1 = 13 OR 1 = 25 THEN ANNCON”'.- 
NEXT I
PRINT USING "I '///////// ///////////K" 
NE'TJ j NEXT J
FQRMGi IMAGE 2X„4A,DDDD.20X.DDDDDD,25X.DDDDDD 
PRTDEPl GOSUB BRNENO 
GOSUB DEPEND 
ON ERROR GOTO ERR2 
DISP BRANCH'^! DEPOT * ' INX"
SOTO FINI
P O S 1 T I O N , E xciNL *. FUEL. * 
DISF ,"TYPE".TYPE5<J>, 
IND.TOTAL','
DOES
1)♦ANNCON
1 MON THDESC*,YEAR.MONCON.ANNCON
ASSIGN# 1 
ASSIGN# . 
ERROR
TO BRANCHK-bfcPUIP? "INXiD70v" 
TO BRAMCHf DEPOT Pi"DATiD ’OO"
PTCTANNCONl
NE *.TJEXIST"
5-6 GOSUB DAI INIT
530 GOSUB DATPROC
54o GOSUB DA T PR r
55o Guro f i n ;
560 GAT IN.lT j FOR 1 "1 TO 36
570 DTOTMONCONd >=0
580 DTOTANNCON <K)«o
590 F'TOTMONCONM ) «0
600 Pr0TANNC0N<K)»0
6 1 0 NEXT R
615 RETURN
6 2 0 DATPROC# FOR J=>1 TO 9 9
630 READ# 1,J ; POSITION.EXCINC*,FUEL*
64, ' iF F05ITIOM=0 THEN DI N "TYFF. J, "DOES NOT EXIST" # GOTO ADDJ
650 READ# 2. POSITION s IND.TOTAL<. )
670 TANNCON*,.,
680 IF FUEL*="P " THEN GOTO FACCUI ELSE BACCUM
690 PACCUMi FOR I=-l TO 3o
700 PTOTMONCON<I)-PTOTMONCON <I)*TOTAL(I, 1 )
710 PTOTANNCON (I) -TANNCQN-hF TOTMONCON ( T )
715 IF 1=13 OR 1=25 THEN PTOTANNCON(I)=PTOTMONCON<I)
720 TANNCON-PTOTANNCON.I >
730 NEXT I
740 GOTO ACDJ
750 DACCUMi FOR 1=1 TO 36
760 PTOTMONCON<I)=DTOTMONCON(I)+TOTAL <I. 1 ,
770 DTQT ANNCON < I >* T ANNCON*-0TOTMONCON (I)
730 TANNCCN=DTOTANNCON<I>
790 NEXT I
800 ADOJ: N E T  J 
810 RETURN 
820 D m TFRTs GOSUD DHDR 
830 YEAR=CiJr/EAF-:
340 MONTHaCNTMONTH
830 FOR 1*1 TO 36 
960 GOSUB DATECAUC
370 PRINT USING FOKMH : M0NTHDE5C». ,EAR.DTOTMONCeN(I),DTOTANNCON(I),PTOTMONCON'I 
) . F'TOTANNCON « I
830 FORMH: IMAGE 2X,4h,DDDD.14 ~,DDDDDD.oX.DDDDDD,14X,DDDDDD,6X.DDDDBD 
890 LNCNT-l_NCNT + l 
9Ch.i IF LNCNT -06 THEM GOSUB DHBF 
910 NEXT I 
920 RETURN
930 PRTBRM: GOSUB BFNEMQ
975 GOSUB DAT IN IT
94(. FOR: M*1 TO 5
950 DEF'UT * -'AI 6 <M)
955 DEPOT »f1
960 ON ERROR GOTO ERR1
965 DISP BRANCH *3,DEPOT TNX '
970 ASSIGN# I TO B? ANCHtikOLPOTH! " INX«0700"
980 ASSIGN# .• TO BRANCH♦i'.DEFOT-e.' "DAT; C700"
990 OFF E RR UR
1000 GOSUB DATPRCiC
1010 NEXTMi NEXT M 
1020 GOSUB DATPRT 
1030 GOTO FINJ
10'V IHDR: ON CNTI10N TH GO UB M0N1 , MON^ . MON , MU! 14 , M0N5 , M0N6 . M0N7 , M0N3 , MON 
9 ,N O N 10 ,HON 11 ,MON12
104... PRIM, USING FORMA : "FUEL CONSUMPTION FIGURES AT", MONTHDESC*. YEAR
1045 ASSIGN# TO "BRANNAS#D 00"
1046 REh U# BRANCH » BRNDE. UC >, MEAN, RANGE
1050 PRINT 1.1 IMG FORM! , "BRANCH: ", DPNDE Ul.:t
1055 ,, .U ION It 3 fU "DEP'MAlu I)/"o"
1056 REiib# - .-L UT ; DEPDt 5t.
105 v H U N T  U I No 1URHB : "DEROT i ".DERDESL*
1060 PRINT USING FORMS l "Ti Fi£i, T VPES U  -
1061 IF FUEL » - 'P" ! HEN FUEL t -■ "Ph. TRul."
1062 IF FUEL$*"0" THEM F U E L "V IE3EL."
1063 PR1N* USING FORME ; •MONTH,YEh R " , "FUELi '.FUEL*, PtiGEMOs".PSNQ
1v75 PRINT U-ING FORME ; "THIS MONTH","TEHR TO Oh TE"
loao LNCNI " If FGNU-FUNO+ l
1OBU RETURN
1094 DHDF: ON CNTMONTH G03UB MUNI .MONO ,MONT .I10M4 ,MOMS .MOMo .MON7 ,MDN8 
9 , MONl' l , MON 1 1 , MON 12
1095 PRINT UaiMG FORMA : "RUE CONSUMPTION FIGURES A T ",MONTHDESC* , /Em R
H O O  ASSIGN# ' 1U "BRANMm S iO OO"
1101 RE m O# LRANCH : BRNDES' *. MEAN, RANGE
11 ;>5 PRINT USING FORME ; "BRANCH* ", BRN0E3C*
1110 ASSIGN# 8 TO "OEPMASsD~0""
1111 READ# 8 .DEPOT : DEPDESC*
111U IF GR m PHTVP= 2 THEN PRT DEFUT«»DEPDESC1 ELSE PRTDEFOT*»"ALL"
1125 PRINT USING FORMB ; "DEPOT t",PRTDEPOT*
11Ju PRINT USING FORMB ; " TYPES:"."ALL"
11:5 PRINT USING FORMC ; "MONTH,TEAR","DIESEL","PETPOL"
1145 PRINT USING FORMC , "THIS MONTH","YR TO DATE". THIS MONTH"."YR TO
1155 LNCNT -7 it' PGNC=PGNO+i
1165 RETURN
1175 FORMAi IMAGE 20X,28A,4A,DDDC
1185 FORMBs IMAGE SOX,BA, >
1145 FORMC: IMAGE 2X,10A,15X,6A,TOX,6A
1203 FOPMD: IMAGE 2UX,10A,2X,10A.lOX,10H,2X,10A
1215 FORME: IMAGE 2X,10A,15X,eA,K.S0X,8A,P
1225 FORMFi IMAGE TOX,10A.20X,12A
1275 DATECALCi MONTH»MONTH*1
1245 IF MONTH-1 : THEN MONTH-1 S' YEAR-rEAR■*•1
1253 ON MONTH G05UB M0N1 .MCN2 .MON7 .M0N4 .MUN5 ,M0N6 .MONT .MOMS
N9 . ON IU ,MON 11 .M0N12
1265 R E 'URN
1275 M0N1 i MONTHL'ESC$="Jhi-I"
1285 RETURN
1293 M0N2: MONTHDESC*-"FEB"
1 RETURN
1315 M0N3: MONTHDESC$="MAP
1325 RETURN
1333 M0N4 i MONTHCESL S-"APR"
1 745 RE TURN
1753 MOMS: MONTHDESC*» MAP"
17o5 RETURN
1375 M0N6: MON THDESI H^'JUN"
1385 RETURN
1395 MON 7: MONTHDESCt="JUC
1 405 RETURN
1415 MONBi MONTHDE SC*="A U G "
1425 RETURN
1435 M0N9: MONTHDESC*^"5E F "
1445 RETURN
1455 M O N 1Ul MONTHDESC *-"OC T"
1465 RETURN
1475 MON 11 : MONTHCr-Si; t "NOV"
1485 RETURN
1495 MON 12 : MONTHDESC* "DEC"
1503 RETURN
1515 BRNENQz DISP "WHICH BRANCH
1525 INPUT BRANCH
1333 BRANCH I— VAL t >. BRANC
1545 RETURN
1555 DEPEND: IF GRAPH! ,P THEN RLT1 i ll
13o5 DISH "WHICH CEiOT"
1373 INPUT DEPOT
1585 DH-'OmVAl t : DEPOT '

X(
.:"3" F O M  IOs , Ih O k  .o m „ «A, I D1 .
5-: FORI 1C, .eg . ,4m, i r .-, ii„
a..v , FOFMU: .11,, t; . .OD, lu> ,
Slv Mf.Mli MO!'
0:0 MOM, : , <011,1 
o4v
C  w :" %
670 MOM4*
4111 
:: RET 
1 4 F-ObF ,M LI DEF'SF.N TERMINATE ***************
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